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STICKY DEFAULTS AND ALTERING RULES IN CORPORATE LAW

Brett H. McDonnell*

CORPORATE law scholarship has long debated the extent to which corporate law rules are default or mandatory. It has paid less attention to corporate law's "altering rules," which prescribe what a corporation must do to legally opt out of a given default rule. Altering rules may be more or less sticky; that is, they may make it easier or harder to opt out of a given default rule. They also help allocate authority among corporate constituency groups. A descriptive focus on altering rules provides a more detailed and nuanced understanding of the contours of corporate law than the simple default/mandatory dichotomy. A normative focus on altering rules demonstrates that, in many cases, it may be desirable to make it moderately hard to opt out of some default rules. These descriptive and normative perspectives provide more regulatory guidance and shareholder protection than a Teflon altering rule, but still leave the law more flexible than with mandatory rules. After introducing a variety of useful distinctions and considering the main policy factors that argue for more or less sticky altering rules, this paper applies the altering rule concept to a variety of corporate law issues: bylaws versus charters, supermajority rules, sunset provisions, the duty of loyalty, the doctrine of independent significance, reincorporation, close corporation rules, public corporation rules, and the choice between corporate law and other sorts of business association law. The altering rule concept thus provides a unifying perspective on many parts of the law. It also suggests a more complicated and nuanced picture than a simplistic version of corporate law contractarianism. If corporations are persistent enough, they can indeed opt out of most of the rules that corporate law sets for them, though the law generally does not make opting out very easy. Corporate law thereby plays a much stronger guiding role than the simple contractarian picture would suggest.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last several decades, law and economics has come to dominate corporate law scholarship. As this process began in the seventies and eighties, one of the great debates concerned the extent to which corporate law does and should consist of default rules as opposed to mandatory rules. To the uninitiated, that might not seem like such a great debate. However, it implicates fundamental questions of how well markets work and how forcefully we should use the law to regulate corporations. The idea that most of corporate law is and should be governed by default rules is a central tenet of the contractarian approach which now dominates the field.¹

A default rule is one that applies only in the absence of an agreement by the relevant parties to be governed by a different rule. According to the contractarian vision, corporate law provides a series of convenient, off-the-rack default rules that most corporations will find useful to follow most of the time. By adopting the law of a state with a good set of rules, a corporation need not re-invent the wheel at much expense. However, if the parties who have formed a particular corporation find that some of the default rules in their state do not work well for them, they should be able to choose to be governed by a different rule. If markets work well and there are few significant externalities, then the parties involved will be in the best position to choose the rules that should govern them. A law filled with default rules allows them to do just that.²

As the economic approach established its dominance within corporate law scholarship, those opposed to the contractarian position argued over both the extent to which corporate law actually consists of default rules, and even more over the extent to which it should consist of default rules.³ As a descriptive matter, the labeling of most corporate law rules as default rules has widely prevailed, with the possible important exception of at least some elements of fiduciary duty law.⁴ As a normative matter the debate continues, but approval of the default rule approach is clearly the dominant position within contemporary scholarship.⁵

Despite the longstanding debate over default versus mandatory rules, scholars have paid much less attention to how easy it is to opt out of the default rules—that is, how "sticky" the rules are. A variety of factors affect how sticky any given rule is. Of central concern to this paper is that the law itself helps determine the stickiness of its default rules. A series of legal rules defines what conditions the parties in a corporation must

² See Easterbrook & Fischel, supra note 1, at 2–22; infra notes 6–12 and accompanying text.
⁴ Id.
⁵ Id.
comply with in order to successfully opt out of a given default rule in a way that is legally recognized. I call these rules altering rules.\(^6\) They define what a corporation must do to alter the default rules that may apply.

Altering rules can be more or less sticky, meaning they can make it more or less hard to opt out of the prevailing default rules. Altering rules can be arrayed on a spectrum from not at all sticky (Teflon rules) to quite sticky. Indeed, one can think of mandatory rules as simply the latter extreme of this spectrum; that is, defaults with extremely sticky altering rules. The core idea of this paper is that one should pay much more systematic attention to the stickiness of corporate law's altering rules, not just to the simple default/mandatory dichotomy.

What might we gain from doing so? We can gain in both descriptive and normative accounts of corporate law. Descriptively, we can get a much more nuanced understanding of the law. Rather than the binary choice of labeling a rule as default or mandatory, we can place various rules along a spectrum of stickiness. As we shall see, in many cases, figuring out exactly what the altering rules in a particular area of the law are and how they operate to make opting out of the default rule more or less hard is quite a tricky and subtle inquiry. We will come to understand the law in much richer detail if we focus on this question. That question examines not only how hard it is to opt out of the default rule, but also to whom the authority to opt out is given. Thus, the answer to this question crucially affects the assignment of authority within the corporation. Moreover, as we shall see in Part IV below, the altering rule concept allows us to tie together quite a disparate set of topics. In that part, I discuss bylaws versus charters,\(^7\) supermajority rules, sunset provisions, the duty of loyalty, the doctrine of independent significance, reincorporation, close corporation rules, public corporation rules, and the basic choice between corporate law and other sorts of business association law, all as instances of the operation of altering rules.

The gains from focusing on altering rules are at least as great for our normative accounts of corporate law. The debate over default rules to date has largely focused on a relatively blunt choice: a rule can be either default or mandatory. A broader choice is probably more desirable. After all, in many cases both the arguments for and against default rules have a good deal of merit. Frequently, we might find ourselves wishing to have some of the protective and guiding power of mandatory rules without the inflexibility that they entail. Markets often do not work as well as the strong contractarian vision suggests. We might therefore want to do more to shape and limit the market than that vision counsels. On the other hand, markets usually work fairly well, so we should not want to

---


\(^7\) Some states, including Delaware, refer to the charter as the “certificate of incorporation,” and others as the “articles.” I shall generally use the term “charter” to refer to both, although at times I will use the term “certificate” when referring to Delaware’s law in particular.
completely constrain them either. In addition, government-chosen rules also are subject to error. We might want to choose a middle way between Teflon defaults and mandatory rules. The existence of a range of altering rules gives us that choice. Choosing an altering rule with an intermediate degree of stickiness permits a compromise in the choice between Teflon defaults or inflexible mandatory rules. We might often find that such an intermediate position presents a better trade off than either of the extremes. Moreover, altering rules affect who has the power to opt out of default rules, providing a wider range of conceptual tools for deciding how best to allocate authority within a corporation.

The picture that emerges presents a serious challenge to a simple, stark version of corporate law as purely contractarian. After a literature review in Part II, Part III argues that altering rules of intermediate stickiness are often desirable for a variety of reasons. Somewhat sticky rules may help protect shareholders, create desirable legal uniformity, and protect other corporate constituencies. The law allows corporations to circumvent these protections because doing so may sometimes make sense, or because lawmakers are not confident that such legal defaults are always optimal. Nevertheless, by making circumvention rather costly, we are able to gain some of the advantages that favor mandatory rules, while reducing the costs of such rules.

Part IV surveys a wide range of corporate law altering rules. Many of those rules are indeed Teflon rules—a simple majority of the board may quickly and easily opt out of the rule. However, many other altering rules are much stickier. The simplistic default/mandatory distinction paints a corporate law picture with too coarse of a stroke. The altering rule provides corporate law with more subtle and interesting aesthetics. If corporations are persistent enough, they can indeed opt out of most of the rules that corporate law sets for them, though the law does not generally make opting out very easy. Corporate law thereby plays a much stronger guiding role than the simple contractarian picture would suggest.

II. PAST DISCUSSIONS

This article's analysis of altering rules touches on several major ongoing discussions that have played a big role in corporate law scholarship over the last several decades. These discussions include the debate over mandatory versus default rules, how default rules should be set, an emerging literature drawing upon behavioral law and economics, and discussions of the various specific sorts of rules laid out in Part IV.

Underlying all of these discussions is the contractarian approach to corporate law, which began to take hold in law reviews in the 1970s and became dominant by the early 1990s. This approach was the result of early efforts to apply economic theory to corporate law. The economic theory that scholars drew upon ultimately went back to Ronald Coase's
vital paper titled *The Nature of the Firm*, but the work of Michael Jensen and William Meckling was perhaps even more influential. Jensen and Meckling described the firm as a nexus of contracts. That is, a corporation is really just a convenient legal fiction. Behind that fiction is a complex set of interrelated voluntary contractual relationships between different groups, such as shareholders, managers, employers, creditors, suppliers, customers, and the like.

Economists tend to believe that private parties generally do a good job of protecting their interests when they enter into voluntary arrangements, and thus there is little need for extensive governmental regulation to protect them, so long as those arrangements do not have major effects on third parties. This pro-market bias was particularly marked in the work of many of the economists such as Coase and Jensen, who significantly influenced early law and economics corporate scholars. Thus, one of the great questions in the original application of economics to corporate law was what legitimate role, if any, the law had to play in regulating corporate transactions.

The core answer to that question was that corporate law provides a convenient set of off-the-rack rules that help solve problems that arise for many business associations. Choosing to use those rules allows each individual corporation to avoid having to re-invent the wheel. However, not every rule will work well in the specific circumstances of each corporation. Moreover, those setting the basic rules may not always choose wisely in how they set the rules. For both of these reasons, contractarians advocate allowing corporations to opt out of the rules that would otherwise apply to them in circumstances where those involved in the corporation do not believe the standard answer is best for them. That is to say, (or so the contractarians say), the rules of corporate law should be default rather than mandatory. This answer emerged particularly clearly in the work of Easterbrook and Fischel, and also pervades the work of schol-

---

11. Id.
12. Id.
13. “Original” at least for the modern law and economics movement. This statement does not hold true for earlier generations of economists who influenced legal thinking about corporations, such as Commons and Means. See generally Adolf A. Berle & Gardiner C. Means, *The Modern Corporation and Private Property* (1932); John R. Commons, *The Legal Foundations of Capitalism* (1923).
15. Id.
16. Id.
ars such as Romano and Winter, who helped create the basic conceptual framework of modern corporate law scholarship.17

Not everyone fully agreed (or agrees) with this answer either as a description of what corporate law actually does or as a prescription for what it should do. Some argued that important parts of corporate law, particularly the central topic of fiduciary duties, did and should constitute mandatory rules that preclude corporations from opting out. This became one of the key battles of modern corporate law scholarship, culminating in the famous 1989 Columbia Law Review Symposium in which many of the key combatants on both sides laid out the essence of their cases.18

On the descriptive side, some such as Eisenberg,19 Coffee,20 and Gordon21 argued that critical elements of corporate law are mandatory. Contractarians riposted that even where a rule on its face appears mandatory, there are ways to get around the rule.22 For instance, consider the exchange between Gordon and Romano.23 Gordon points to a variety of provisions in the Delaware Code which he describes as mandatory, including annual election of directors by shareholders, board terms limited to no more than three years, the demand requirement for derivative suits, the appraisal remedy for certain mergers, and the duty of loyalty backed by the possibility of a derivative suit.24

Romano replies that all of these rules can be sidestepped, or are trivial because no one has any desire to sidestep them.25 Directors may run for an unlimited number of terms and boards may control the nominating process.26 The demand requirement may be dismissed as futile.27 An acquisition can be structured so as to avoid the appraisal remedy.28 A charter may eliminate liability for violations of the duty of care, and disinterested directors can approve self-dealing transactions.29 A corporation may re-incorporate if it does not like the rules of a state.30

23. See Gordon, supra note 21, at 1553 n.16.
24. Id.
26. Id.
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. Id.
30. Id.
that this reply does not really examine how easy it is to get around these rules, although Romano asserts that the rules are "easily- and legally-side stepped." The fact that one can get around the rule makes it default rather than mandatory, and so the contractarian position has been defended. The argument does not question whether the ease of opting out of the rule might matter for an analysis of how the rule is likely to work.

Pushing the contractarian argument even further, the triviality hypothesis maintains, in a sense, that virtually all of state corporate law is trivial, because corporate managers and investors are able to implement whatever governance rules they want. Bernard Black argues that most state law rules are trivial for at least one of four reasons: they are market-mimicking, in that virtually all corporations would adopt them anyway, they are avoidable through advance planning, they are politically changeable, or they are unimportant. The avoidability claim is particularly closely related to our discussion of altering rules. Indeed, in the course of discussing avoidability, Black points to the importance of what he calls "change governing" rules, which "govern changes to the initially established terms." This is essentially the concept of altering rules.

On the prescriptive side, the contractarians elaborated on the basic argument for default rules laid out above. The anti-contractarians laid out a variety of objections, often themselves drawing on economic arguments. Three main sorts of arguments for mandatory rules pre-dominated. First, mandatory rules could protect shareholders from bad arrangements that they might agree to due to problems in information, bad judgment, or obstacles to effective collective action. Second, mandatory rules might help achieve valuable uniformity across firms. Finally, mandatory rules might protect third parties, such as creditors or consumers. Even contractarians agree with these arguments as logical possibilities. Thus, the disagreements were often over the relative empirical strength of the arguments for and against mandatory rules.

There has also been some discussion in the literature of how default rules should be chosen. The starting point for this literature is a 1989 article by Ayres and Gertner, which covers much more than just corpo-

31. Id. at 1599.
32. Id.
34. See id.
35. Id. at 557.
36. See, e.g., Gordon, supra note 21, at 1556–64.
37. Id. at 1556.
38. Id. at 1556–62.
39. See id. at 1567–69.
40. Id.
41. See Easterbrook & Fischel, supra note 1, at 23–34.
42. For instance, even Easterbrook and Fischel accept as valuable an occasional mandatory rule. See supra note 1, at 25–34.
rate law.43 Before Ayres and Gertner, the standard approach to thinking about how rulemakers should set default rules was what I shall call the majoritarian approach. Majoritarian theorists apply the rule that a majority of relevant corporations would choose as the default rules if they were to address the matter. Ayres and Gertner began a tradition of what some call minoritarian rules, which choose on a different basis.44 They described what are called penalty defaults, which set a default option that is objectionable to one or more of the parties as an incentive for that party to opt out of the rule and thereby reveal information either to other parties or to state rulemakers.45

There are other possible types of minoritarian rules. One may set a rule favoring one type of party as a way of protecting that party from possible exploitation. Alternatively, one may set the default one way because it is easier and less costly to opt out of that default than the opposite default, and hence corporations are less likely to get stuck in an inefficient position.46 An interesting extended use of this idea comes from Bebchuk and Hamdani.47 They argue that, where a rule can be categorized as either pro-shareholder or pro-management, other things being equal, we should set the pro-shareholder option as the default rule.48 In most instances corporations will be more likely to opt out of inefficient pro-management rules than inefficient pro-shareholder rules.49 That is because management has the power of initiating (or refusing to initiate) an opt out in the case of rules where opting out occurs through amending the charter.50 Even where opting out can occur in the bylaws, and hence either management or shareholders may initiate, shareholders will typically find it harder to initiate an opt out due to the high costs of collective action.51

Some of the burgeoning behavioral law and economics literature has considered the stickiness of default rules. The basic argument is that due to a variety of behavioral biases in decisionmaking, people will tend not to opt out of a prevailing default rule, even though the rule may be inefficient.52 The default rule affects the preferences of parties.53 "When lawmakers anoint a . . . term the default, the substantive preferences of contracting parties shift—that term becomes more desirable, and other

45. Id. at 1591–92.
48. Id.
49. Id. at 492.
50. Id.
51. Id. at 506.
52. See Black, supra note 33, at 625.
53. Id.
competing terms become less desirable.\textsuperscript{54} This is closely related to the endowment effect, whereby parties value a right or good more highly if it is initially allocated to them.\textsuperscript{55}

Not everyone believes in the endowment effect in general. Plott and Zeiler argue that the effect that a variety of researchers have observed is due to the mechanics of how they have conducted experiments, rather than to the posited psychological mechanisms.\textsuperscript{56} Arlen argued that the endowment effect is less likely to be present in the types of transactions that corporate law covers, which often involve sophisticated financial market participants, or at least where the possibility of arbitrage is likely to drive out inefficient choices.\textsuperscript{57}

However, some interesting evidence for the stickiness of default rules in corporate law and for the related phenomenon of menu effects comes from recent work by Yair Listokin.\textsuperscript{58} Listokin considered variations among state anti-takeover statutes, some of which require corporations to opt in and others to opt out.\textsuperscript{59} He found large differences in the two types of states—corporations rarely opt out of antitakeover statutes, but states with opt in statutes see a mix.\textsuperscript{60}

Moreover, the endowment effect or status quo bias may be stronger when we consider elements of corporate law or related areas that fall outside the main focus of most corporate law scholars. Most American corporate law scholars focus mainly on the relationships between the board, shareholders, and officers in large public corporations with dispersed shareholdings and active secondary markets for those shares. Many shareholders are sophisticated institutions or individuals. The directors are typically high-powered individuals with powerful outside jobs. The officers typically are also among society's elite and powerful, with plenty of outside options. These are groups and contexts likely to elicit behavior that is closer to the unemotional rationality of homo economicus than almost any other social role.

If instead one focuses on closely held corporations, things might look different. Such corporations are typically run by their founders or by the


\textsuperscript{55} See id. at 625. For instance, in one classic experiment, half of the subjects are assigned mugs, and then allowed to trade with those who do not have mugs. Those who receive the mugs value them at twice the value than those who do not receive them, despite having had the mugs for only minutes. See Christine Jolls et. al., \textit{A Behavioral Approach to Law and Economics}, 50 \textit{Stan. L. Rev.} 1471, 1484 (1998).


\textsuperscript{57} Jennifer Arlen et. al., \textit{Endowment Effects Within Corporate Agency Relationships}, 31 \textit{J. Legal Stud.} 1, 18–21 (2002).


\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 29.

\textsuperscript{60} Id.
families of the founders, people with an intense personal stake in the business. They usually do not tap into sophisticated financial markets. Emotions may become even more important within more unique businesses, such as cooperatives, run according to the Rochdale principles. Here, the members may be strongly committed to their sense of the fair background rules. Even in large public corporations, if we expand our notions of corporate governance to include relations with employees, then the status quo bias plausibly would seem to be potentially important.

A related recent development out of behavioral law and economics has been the concept of libertarian paternalism. The idea is that we can use the law to try and protect individuals or groups seen as at risk in various ways, though not through mandatory rules, but rather through manipulation of other sorts of rules, such as providing information or setting default rules in an appropriate way. This article will describe some ways in which corporate law does something similar, not through manipulating default rules, but rather through manipulating altering rules. In a libertarian paternalist way, the corporate law tries to protect shareholders by making it somewhat hard to opt out of some default rules, but still gives corporations real choice by not making the altering rules impossibly sticky. However, in doing so, corporate law is dealing with shareholder collective action problems, not with the concerns of libertarian paternalism literature regarding individual deviations from economic rationality.

The literature has paid less attention to how the law defines how parties may opt out of default rules. Ayres and Gertner still lead the discussion of this question. They argue that there can be good reasons for having strong defaults which are costly to contract around. Their analysis draws upon Lon Fuller's classic article Consideration and Form. Fuller asserts three functions for contractual formalities: evidentiary, cautionary, and channeling.

---

61. See Michael E. Murphy, The ESOP at Thirty: A Democratic Perspective, 41 WIL- LAMETTE L. REV. 655, 693 n.186 (2005) ("The Rochdale principles require, among other things, that membership in the cooperative be open to all persons who made use of its services, that management be democratically controlled by its members, and any profit remaining after the payment of costs be allocated to members on the basis of their patronage.").


66. See id. at 122–23.

67. Id. at 123 (citing Lon Fuller, Consideration and Form, 41 COLUM. L. REV. 799 (1941)).

68. See id. at 124 (discussing Fuller's article).
meaningful information to one another.69 The altering rules may serve a cautionary function by forcing parties, especially uninformed parties, to reflect before making a decision.70 Finally, the rules can serve a channeling function by inducing corporations to sort themselves into different groups.71

III. THE BASIC THEORY

This Part begins with a variety of distinctions that should help in addressing the topic. First, recall the basic distinction between default and mandatory rules. Ayres and Gertner distinguish between default and what they call “immutable” rules as follows:

The legal rules of contracts and corporations can be divided into two distinct classes. The larger class consists of “default” rules that parties can contract around by prior agreement, while, the smaller, but important, class consists of “immutable” rules that parties cannot change by contractual agreement. Default rules fill the gaps in incomplete contracts; they govern unless the parties contract around them. Immutable rules cannot be contracted around; they govern even if the parties attempt to contract around them.72

Whether to characterize a rule as default or mandatory is sometimes a contested point. Of perhaps greatest interest, we shall see that commentators disagree as to whether a director’s duty of loyalty to the corporation creates a mandatory or default rule.73

The central concept for this paper is that of an altering rule. By “altering rule,” I mean the legal procedure required under the relevant law to opt out of a default rule in a way that the relevant jurisdiction will recognize as valid. As Ian Ayres, inventor of the term explains, “[a]ltering rules tell private parties the necessary and sufficient conditions for contracting around a default.”74 The altering rule may make it easier or harder for a corporation to opt out of a default rule, and an altering rule that makes it harder to opt out is more “sticky.” This paper examines a wide range of stickiness in Part IV. At the least sticky, Teflon end of the spectrum, some defaults can be altered by the action of a simple majority of the board. Slightly stickier rules require a supermajority of the board. Stickier yet are altering rules that require approval by a majority of both the board and of voting stockholders. A bit stickier than that are rules that require approval by a majority of both the board and of the outstanding shares. Beyond that are rules which require supermajorities of the board and stockholders, up to the point of requiring unanimity of both. Altering rules can affect stickiness along a variety of other dimen-

---

69. Id.
70. See id.
71. See id. at 125.
72. Id. at 87.
73. See infra Part IV.D.
74. Ayres, supra note 6, at 6.
sions as well. Moreover, an important characteristic of altering rules is how they assign authority to parties within the corporation to decide whether and how to opt out of default rules.

One should also distinguish the stickiness induced by the relevant altering rule from a default rule's *background stickiness*. By the "background stickiness" of a default rule, I refer to a variety of legal and non-legal factors that make it more or less difficult for corporate actors to opt out of a rule given any particular altering rule. For instance, suppose an altering rule requires majority shareholder approval to opt out. Achieving majority shareholder approval may be easier or harder depending on the structure of ownership for a particular corporation, the type of shareholders, the rules governing proxy solicitation, and so on. The background stickiness of a rule may be different depending on which way the default rule is set. Thus, if the altering rule requires opting out through the charter, then a pro-board default rule will be more sticky than an anti-board rule because the board initiates charter amendments, and boards are unlikely to initiate changes to a pro-board default rule.\(^{75}\)

Lawyers and legal practice may importantly affect both background stickiness and the stickiness of a particular altering rule, which may evolve over time. Innovations in contracting practice may make it easier to opt out of a given default rule than was initially envisioned by the rule's creators. Thus, the stickiness of any given default or altering rule is a dynamic concept that may vary over time. For instance, the standard default rule is that a majority of the board and the shareholders of a corporation must approve its merger with another corporation. However, the creation of the triangular merger made it relatively easy for the boards of two merging corporations to avoid the shareholder approval requirement in many instances, at least with respect to the shareholders of the acquiring company.

Altering rules differ in their *scope*—they may be more or less general or broad. An altering rule may be specific to a given default rule or may cover many default rules. That is, sometimes, by invoking an altering rule, one may opt out of only one default rule, while in other cases, one may opt out of many default rules simultaneously. For example, consider the default rule for shareholder approval of mergers. In the Model Act, the default rule is that a merger requires the vote of a majority of the shareholders voting.\(^{76}\) However, the articles of incorporation may require a greater than majority vote.\(^{77}\) This is an altering rule with a narrow scope. A corporation can also alter the default rule by reincorporating in a state with a different default rule regarding the approval of a merger. For instance, if a corporation in a Model Act jurisdic-

---

75. *See* Bebchuk & Hamdani, *supra* note 47, at 492 (arguing that default rules should be set against expanding board power because it will be easier to opt out of defaults set in that way).
77. *Id.* § 11.04(e), (c).
tion whose charter did not contain any specific provision concerning merger approval reincorporated in Delaware, then Delaware law would apply, requiring the approval of a majority of the outstanding shares for a merger.\textsuperscript{78} In doing so, the corporation would simultaneously opt out of a number of other default rules where the Model Act and Delaware differ. Thus, the rule governing the approval required for reincorporation is a more general altering rule, because by re-incorporating, the corporation changes a variety of default rules (namely, it changes all the default rules that differ between the two states).

Both altering and default rules may be tailored or untailored. As Ayres and Gertner make this distinction:

A "tailored default" attempts to provide a contract's parties with precisely "what they would have contracted for." An "untailed default," true to its etymology, provides the parties to all contracts with a single, off-the-rack standard that in some sense represents what the majority of contracting parties would want. . . . "Reasonable" defaults usually entail a tailored determination of what the individual contracting parties would have wanted because courts evaluate reasonableness in relation to the "circumstances" of the individual contracting parties.\textsuperscript{79}

For an example of a tailored altering rule, see the discussion of the duty of loyalty in Part IV.D below.

There are also meta-altering rules: rules by which a corporation may alter the rules required to alter the default rules that apply to it. For instance, many altering rules specify that a provision in a corporation's bylaws or charter may change the legal default rule. Thus, a provision affecting the approval required to change the bylaws or charter is a meta-altering rule—it affects how the corporation may alter many relevant default rules. For example, Delaware law allows corporations to tailor shareholder rights, privileges, and preferences in different classes of shares in ways that differ quite widely from the plain traits of ordinary common shares as defined by the statutory default rules.\textsuperscript{80} However, to vary from the defaults, the corporation must do so in the certificate of incorporation.\textsuperscript{81} Amending the certificate, in turn, generally requires approval by a majority of both the board and the outstanding shares.\textsuperscript{82} Thus, the basic altering rule for varying the rights and preferences among shareholders is that a majority of the board and shareholders is required. Nevertheless, the law allows corporations to impose a supermajority requirement for shareholder votes amending the certificate.\textsuperscript{83} The procedure for changing the vote required for shareholder approval of

\textsuperscript{78} \textsc{Del. Code Ann.} tit. 8, § 251(c) (2007).
\textsuperscript{79} Ayres & Gertner, \textsuperscript{supra} note 43, at 91–92.
\textsuperscript{80} \textsc{See Del. Code Ann.} tit. 8, § 151(a) (2007).
\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Id.} The certificate may delegate broad authority to the board to issue classes of shares.
\textsuperscript{82} \textsc{See Del. Code Ann.} tit. 8, § 242 (2007).
\textsuperscript{83} \textsc{See Del. Code Ann.} tit. 8, §§ 102(b)(4), 242(b)(4) (2007).
amendments to the certificate is thus a meta-altering rule, as it allows the corporation to vary the altering rule that applies to this and a variety of other default rules.

It might be that some meta-altering rules are themselves mandatory, meaning that individual corporations may not alter them. For instance, in the certificate as meta-altering rule example, Delaware law requires a class vote for amendments which alter that class's power or preferences in a variety of specified ways, irrespective of whether the certificate grants or denies them such power. Thus it might seem that a class vote right is an unalterable part of this particular meta-altering rule. We shall see, though, that appearance is deceiving. It turns out that there are other ways to in effect amend the certificate without going through the procedures that section 242 of the Delaware Code sets out, and those other ways allow corporations to avoid the class vote requirement. At a higher level, a corporation can opt out of the altering and meta-altering rules that constrain it within a given state's law by either reincorporating elsewhere or by choosing another form of legal organization altogether. Thus, few if any base rules, altering rules, or meta-altering rules can ever truly be mandatory.

Finally, another concept which one will find sometimes helpful is that of menus. A statutory scheme may offer businesses a menu of options at some point—there are multiple statutorily defined options that businesses may choose to follow. At a high level, the choice between corporate law, partnership law, limited liability company law, and so on, provides businesses with a menu of options as to basic legal form. Offering businesses a menu will usually decrease the cost of opting out of a default rule, as the business choosing to opt out has an already-constructed alternative available—it need not design one from scratch.

These distinctions help in both describing corporate law rules and in analyzing their desirability. This author defers the descriptive task largely to Part IV. There, we shall see that the above concepts help make sense of, and tie together, such topics as bylaws versus charter provisions, supermajority requirements, sunset provisions, fiduciary duties, the doctrine of independent legal significance, reincorporation, close corporation rules, non-corporate business entity rules, and public versus private corporations.

The remainder of this part considers general arguments for analyzing the optimal stickiness of various altering rules. Part IV applies those arguments to specific cases.

The prevailing contractarian approach to corporate law seems to suggest that altering rules should generally make opting out as easy as possi-
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Sticky Defaults and Altering Rules

ble, allowing corporations to easily adapt the rules to their specific circumstances or to correct mistakes made by the state in setting the default rule. The contractarian approach generally prefers to give the parties in the corporation as much room as possible to specify governing arrangements that they believe are best for them. Sticky altering rules create a risk that the corporation will be stuck with a bad default rule or may increase the costs required to opt out of a bad rule. Taken to an extreme, this would suggest that a majority of the board, acting alone, should be able to opt out of all default rules. That scenario requires a lot of faith that market mechanisms adequately discipline the board, however. As we shall see, a majority of the board can indeed opt out of many default rules, but far from all of them. It appears that even the most extreme of the contractarians have not called for such a Teflon set of altering rules. They at least implicitly seem to accept as appropriate that for many defaults, the altering rule calls for opting out through the charter rather than through the bylaws, thereby requiring approval by shareholders, not just the board. Thus, these contractarians seem to implicitly recognize the value in putting some brakes on the ability of corporations to opt out of default rules. Unfortunately, the traditional focus on the simple default/mandatory dichotomy has obscured this recognition.

Are there any reasons why one might sometimes want at least somewhat sticky altering rules? The literature on default versus mandatory rules presents three main types of justification for mandatory rules: protection of shareholders, externalities between corporations, and protection of third parties. There is much debate over these justifications for mandatory rules. The main addition to the literature here is to point out that the same factors apply to thinking about the optimal stickiness of altering rules. Let us consider these three leading types of justifications for mandatory rules in turn.

First, shareholders may need protection from the board, from other parties, or from other shareholders. Directors may use their authority to engage in self-dealing activities that benefit themselves at the expense of shareholders. Employees will also have plenty of chances to self-deal. Controlling shareholders may dictate decisions that benefit themselves at the expense of minority shareholders. A variety of factors make shareholders vulnerable to exploitation. This is especially true where there are a relatively large number of shareholders, each having rather small holdings. In such circumstances there is a serious free rider problem for shareholder collective action in attempts at self-protection. Furthermore, behavioral finance theory has suggested a variety of reasons why shareholders may not behave as rationally as conventional eco-
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nomic theory suggests. Many rules of corporate law, especially fiduciary duties, offer some protection against such exploitation. They do so by making altering rules somewhat sticky and putting power in shareholder hands to approve certain kinds of changes.

Of course, the shareholder protection comes at a cost, and in some cases, the cost may not be worth it. That is the crucial benefit of default as opposed to mandatory rules: default rules allow the corporation to opt out of overly costly rules. However, if the law makes opting out of the default too easy, then the very factors which call for shareholder protection may cause shareholders to allow the corporation to opt out of a protective rule, even though doing so harms shareholders. Discussion of shareholder protection has drawn a large distinction between charter provisions in place at the time a company goes public and those passed later. If one believes the efficient capital market hypothesis, then provisions in place at the time of an Initial Public Offering ("IPO") should be adequately priced in the company's stock, so that shareholders vulnerable to opportunism due to a particular provision may be compensated by paying a lower price. At the time of the Columbia Symposium, even many participants who were less contractarian in approach largely bought this argument. Today things are murkier, as the efficient market hypothesis has undergone some empirical battering, although it still has plenty of defenders. Conversely, at the time of the Columbia Symposium, even many contractarians accepted that mid-stream charter changes after an IPO could reduce efficiency due to free rider problems and the ability of managers to strategically bundle unattractive charter changes with other matters. In contrast, current-day shareholder activists seem to set much stock in the ability of shareholders to protect themselves through voting, insofar as many shareholder proposals now call for a larger role for shareholder voting—for example, majority voting for boards, shareholder access to the corporate proxy for nominating directors, and shareholder voting on executive compensation, to name several of the leading initiatives.

Although the discussion thus far assumes that those who believe that shareholders need strengthened protection will seek stickier altering rules, that is not always the case. In some circumstances, they seek less sticky altering rules. In particular, advocates of greater shareholder strength sometimes seek rules that allow shareholders to change default rules without board approval, making change easier than under the current regime. One sees examples of this in the shareholder bylaw debate.
and in the discussion of reincorporation.99 This illustrates an important feature in examining altering rules we should consider—not just their stickiness, but also how they allocate authority.

The second justification for mandatory disclosure rules is that there may be externalities between corporations. Investors will find disclosure more useful if they can compare similar information presented in similar form across different companies.100 Companies may not achieve the optimal coordination on their own, so the state might be able to improve things by imposing a uniform set of disclosure requirements on all companies of a relevant type.

However, this too comes at a cost. The state may require overly extensive or unnecessary disclosure, and gathering the information may have costs that outweigh the benefits. Moreover, companies may be able to coordinate without state intervention, for instance, through stock exchanges and exchange rules. For decades a debate has raged among securities law scholars about the relative benefits and costs of mandatory disclosure.101 Here too, having default rules with somewhat sticky altering rules may be a useful compromise. Companies will choose to follow the default required disclosure as long as it is not too costly, in order to avoid the cost of opting out. If the disclosure becomes too costly, however, companies will be able to opt out.

Third, corporate law rules may protect third parties. Creditors are perhaps the leading example, since a variety of corporate law rules exist to help protect creditors. Piercing the corporate veil is one example.102 Legal capital rules are another.103 The duty to creditors that arises in the zone of insolvency is a third.104 Here again, though, the social costs of these rules (taking into account all corporate constituencies that they affect) may in some cases outweigh their social benefits, creating a problem if the rules are mandatory. Allowing opting out, but making such opting out somewhat hard, is again an attractive option.

Ayres and Gertner provide a somewhat different way of thinking about what one might gain from sticky altering rules. As noted above, they describe possible benefits from stickiness using Lon Fuller’s classification of rules as serving evidentiary, cautionary, and channeling functions.105
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The cautionary function seems very closely related to the goal of protecting shareholders. Given imperfectly efficient markets and collective action and rational apathy problems, one is concerned that shareholders in public corporations may agree to rules that hurt their interests. By imposing a higher hurdle to the passage of suspect rules, the law requires a more considered judgment from shareholders.

The evidentiary function of altering rules points one to their possible use in information-forcing. In most corporations, especially public corporations, the officers and directors are likely to have better information than shareholders. One may want to craft rules in ways that encourage the managers to reveal this information. This may sometimes justify pro-shareholder defaults backed by somewhat sticky altering rules. Consider, for instance, the adoption of antitakeover mechanisms. Whether or not such mechanisms are good for a particular corporation may depend on non-public information that managers possess. If the default rule already protects against takeovers, then even managers who know that there is less benefit to them than to others from avoiding takeovers are unlikely to opt out, as they generally receive some private benefits from takeover protection, and shareholders are also unlikely to opt out. Using instead a default rule of no takeover protection, managers must opt out. If we make this opt out somewhat difficult, by requiring shareholder approval, then the managers will need to reveal information to shareholders about the benefits of takeover protection in order to induce the shareholders to agree to opt out. The harder the altering rule makes it to opt out, the more pressure there will be on the managers to reveal their information. Of course, information revelation is not always in the best interests of the corporation—for instance, some information may be useful to competitors.

Altering rules may induce corporate actors to sort themselves into different groups, which Ayres and Gertner label the channeling function. Ayres and Gertner relate this function to the external effect on third parties justification for sticky rules. A corporate rule may hurt creditors, especially involuntary creditors, and hence one may want to discourage that rule. However, if the benefits to shareholders or other insiders are great enough, the law may want to allow some corporations to follow the choice that hurts creditors. Making it hard and costly to adopt such a rule will then channel most corporations into the choice that does not hurt creditors, but allow those for whom such a rule is costly to sort themselves out from the majority.
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Understanding that default rules may come in varying degrees of stickiness, rather than seeing a stark choice between default and optimal rules, brings many conceptual benefits. The concepts of stickiness and altering rules suggest that the distinction between default and mandatory rules is not as sharp as often thought—a mandatory rule is just a very sticky default rule. One can thus describe and classify corporate law rules with more nuance and subtlety.

This greater nuance and subtlety brings more than just descriptive benefits, since it also suggests that the law can achieve greater efficiency than a stark mandatory/default dichotomy would allow. There are tradeoffs to making a rule stickier—shareholders or third parties may thereby be protected, but it becomes harder to opt out of a default that is either generally bad or inappropriate for a particular corporation. The availability of intermediate degrees of stickiness may allow lawmakers to strike a better balance in making such tradeoffs. Teflon defaults and completely mandatory rules are what economists call corner solutions—cases where given a choice along some range of possibilities, one chooses one of the extreme end points. Sometimes corner solutions are optimal, but usually they are not.

Note too that there is an interaction between how one sets the underlying default rule and how one sets the altering rule. For instance, if one sets a penalty default (that is, a default that achieves a bad outcome for one side with private information in order to induce that party to reveal information by opting out), then one probably will want to have an altering rule that is not at all sticky. After all, the whole point of a penalty default rule is to induce the parties to opt out of it, so it should be made easy to opt out of such a rule. In another example, if we are trying to protect shareholders from possible board misdeeds, then we will want at least a somewhat sticky altering rule if the underlying default rule is pro-shareholder, but a quite non-sticky rule if underlying default rule is pro-board.

IV. APPLICATIONS

Distinctions and theory in mind, this paper now considers some of the most important general categories of altering rules. For each type of rule, the paper evaluates both descriptive and normative questions. Descriptively, it considers ways in which the rules may be more or less sticky, how corporate law typically varies the stickiness for different kinds of cases, and whether and how that stickiness varies across jurisdictions. Normatively, it asks how sticky the rules should be. The paper addresses many different ways in which corporate law sets altering rules: bylaw and charter provisions, supermajority provisions, sunset provisions, fiduciary duties, the doctrine of independent legal significance, rules concerning
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reincorporation, close corporation rules, changing legal entity form, and public versus private corporations.

A. Bylaw and Charter Provisions

This part begins its analysis with bylaws versus charters, which are the two main governing documents for specific corporations. Perhaps the most common means for opting out of most corporate law default rules is through amendments either to the bylaws or the charter. Corporate law codes are replete with phrases such as "except as otherwise provided in the certificate of incorporation. . . ." or "except as otherwise provided in the certificate of incorporation or the bylaws. . . ." These phrases set the altering rule for the default rule that follows or precedes the phrase. Of much importance is whether the phrase mentions just the charter or both the charter and the bylaws. The crucial difference between them is that changes to the charter must be initiated by a majority of the board and then approved by a majority of shareholders. In contrast, shareholders acting alone, without the board, can amend the bylaws, and in most corporations, the board acting alone can amend the bylaws as well. Thus, an altering rule that allows opting out of a default through either the charter or the bylaws is significantly less sticky than one that allows opting out only through the charter. Such rules also differ in how they allocate authority between boards and shareholders, though in a somewhat complicated way. Altering rules that require a charter provision for opting out require boards and shareholders to agree before opting out; both have veto power, although only the board may initiate a charter amendment. In contrast, altering rules that allow opting out to occur in the bylaws allow the shareholders and the board to act on their own, without the agreement of the other.

Many corporate law defaults can be altered in the bylaws, but some defaults can be altered only in the charter. Table 1 lists a large number of provisions for which the Delaware General Corporation Law specifically provides that the default legal rule can be altered in either the certificate or the bylaws, and whether the law allows for altering in either the certificate and the bylaws, or just in the certificate. Note how many of these provisions allow for altering only in the certificate. In a prior paper,
I have tried to make sense of when the bylaws can or cannot be altered. The pattern is not particularly easy to discern. An important matter of ongoing debate is whether and when shareholder bylaws may limit the broad discretionary power of the board. The best available suggestions are that bylaws can be used to address procedural issues and questions of general corporate governance, but not substantive business matters which are left to the power of the board.

A variety of default rules that can specifically be altered through the bylaws seem to fit this pattern. For instance, the bylaws can set the number of directors, set a quorum for board action, restrict the ability of the board to meet by phone, specify officer duties and titles, and set the location for shareholder meetings. Why does the law let corporations change these sorts of rules in their bylaws? Part of the reason may be that many of these provisions seem relatively innocuous, at least most of the time, and there is no particularly strong policy reason favoring the particular default rule set in the law. Making it easy to change the default is thus desirable; indeed, boards often fine tune many rules in the bylaws.

Why, though, should one not allow the bylaws to infringe on board power in deciding substantive business matters? This is harder to explain. It is relatively easy to explain why, in most instances, one would not want shareholders involved in such matters—shareholders lack the time and expertise, and shareholder decisionmaking is slow and expensive. However, shareholders presumably recognize these limitations on their own ability to act and would rarely want to enact bylaws dealing with ordinary business matters. Why not allow them to do so on those rare instances when they want to?

It is not very easy to answer this question within a pure contractarian framework. Perhaps the best answer currently lies in the work of Stephen Bainbridge, who terms himself a contractarian, though he really is not. Following the work of Kenneth Arrow, Bainbridge stresses the importance of board authority for efficient decisionmaking. If the law makes it too easy for shareholders to challenge any given exercise of authority, then the law has effectively eliminated that authority, even if shareholders do not choose to exercise that power often. However,
that is not a completely satisfying explanation for why one might limit the ability of corporations to define the bylaw power quite widely. Even if the default scope of the bylaw power is inefficiently broad, corporations can deal with this problem by narrowing the scope of the bylaw power in the charter, which trumps the bylaws. According to the Bebchuk and Hamdani argument that default rules should be set in a pro-shareholder way because inefficient pro-shareholder defaults are more likely to be opted out of than inefficient pro-management defaults, it would seem that the corporate law should define the bylaw power quite broadly.\footnote{124}{See Bebchuk & Hamdani, \textit{supra} note 47, at 492.}

It is also enlightening to consider the cases where corporate law specifically allows opting out of a default rule through the charter but not the bylaws. Consider the following provisions of Delaware law:

- The certificate, but not the bylaws, may give a class of shareholders the right to elect one or more directors;\footnote{125}{\textsc{Del. Code Ann.} tit. 8, § 141(d) (2007). For this and the other listed provisions here that provide for altering through the certificate but not the bylaws, the statutory language does not specifically say that the bylaws may not alter this default. Rather, the statute simply says that “[t]he certificate of incorporation may confer upon holders of any class or series of stock the right to elect 1 or more directors ...” The denial of this power to the bylaws is by negative implication, but that implication is quite strong, particularly given the many other provisions nearby in the statute which grant an altering power to both the certificate and the bylaws.}
- The certificate, but not the bylaws, may limit the ability of shareholders to act by written consent;\footnote{126}{\textsc{Del. Code Ann.} tit. 8, § 211(b) (2007).}
- The certificate, but not the bylaws, may vary the one share/one vote rule;\footnote{127}{\textsc{Del. Code Ann.} tit. 8, §§ 212(a), 215(b) (2007).}
- The certificate, but not the bylaws, may define the rights and powers of classes of stocks and stock-based rights in a variety of ways.\footnote{128}{\textsc{Del. Code Ann.} tit. 8, §§ 151, 157 (2007).}

Why are these powers, among others, given to the certificate but not the bylaws? I hypothesize the following.\footnote{129}{See McDonnell, \textit{supra} note 118, at 221–22.} In all, or virtually all corporations, the board is able to amend the bylaws acting on its own. Thus, placing a particular default within the power of the bylaws to alter is ambiguous in how it affects the distribution of power between the board and the shareholders. The power to initiate bylaw changes is one of the few powers that shareholders have, so in that sense, expanding what can be done within the bylaws strengthens shareholder power. Nevertheless, placing a particular power within the scope of the bylaws also threatens to unduly expand board power because the board can amend the bylaws without shareholder approval. In the case of the provisions just listed, perhaps the lawmakers decided that the danger of giving those powers to boards acting alone was too great—boards could readily use them to entrench themselves.
This explanation leaves open the question as to why the law does not allow altering the default rule through shareholder-passed bylaws but not board-passed bylaws. That strategy eliminates the threat of board entrenchment through bylaw amendments while still allowing shareholders to use the bylaws for self-protection. Occasionally, one does see such provisions in the law: an example is the Delaware rule that allows staggered boards to be established through shareholder-passed bylaws, but not board-passed bylaws.\textsuperscript{130} It is rather puzzling why one does not see provisions of that sort more frequently in the corporate laws.

The basic rules for how corporations can amend their bylaws and charters become important meta-altering rules. Since the altering rule for many default rules recognizes opting out through a corporation’s charter and perhaps through its bylaws as well, the rules that dictate how corporations may change their charters or bylaws in turn dictate how easy or hard it will be to opt out of many default rules. In comparing American rules for amending the corporate charter with those of many other countries, one sees an important difference in this meta-rule. In American states, amending the charter requires approval of both the board and the shareholders, with the rule nowadays generally requiring the approval of a majority of each.\textsuperscript{131} Some other countries, including the United Kingdom ("U.K."), allow the shareholders acting alone to amend the charter. In the U.K., the shareholders may amend the memorandum or articles of association (the British charter documents) without board approval. However, the law imposes a seventy-five percent supermajority requirement.\textsuperscript{132}

Comparing the stickiness of these American and British altering rules is a bit tricky—in some sense the American rule is stickier, in that it requires board as well as shareholder approval, while in another sense the British rule is stickier, in that it imposes a supermajority requirement. The British rule has an important shareholder protection advantage. By allowing shareholders to change many important corporate governance provisions without board approval, the British rule provides a potentially quite useful tool for shareholders unhappy with an entrenched board. For this reason, some American corporate law scholars have called for a similar rule here.\textsuperscript{133} On the other hand, the supermajority requirement limits this pro-shareholder tendency, and may for some corporations make it quite costly to make even non-controversial and clearly beneficial charter changes. A supermajority requirement may also help entrench incumbent boards against hostile takeovers.\textsuperscript{134}

Note this recurring pattern.\textsuperscript{135} For the most part, market enthusiasts
argue for less sticky altering rules, and market skeptics who want to protect shareholders argue for stickier altering rules. There is certainly a strong element of that dichotomy in the pattern of debate over the scope of bylaws. But, sometimes those who want greater protection for shareholders will actually advocate less sticky rules than the status quo, in the sense that they want shareholders to be able to alter the default rules without board involvement. That is true for scholars and shareholder activists who advocate a broad scope for shareholder bylaws.

B. Supermajority Provisions

Next, consider supermajority provisions in corporate law. Whether the change is to the bylaws, the charter, or a shareholder agreement, a question arises as to how many shareholders (or directors, for that matter) must approve a provision opting out of the legal default rule. Is a mere majority enough, or is some super-majority or unanimity required? An additional question is whether the percentage approval required is a percentage of those actually voting or a percentage of those eligible to vote. The latter is of course tougher to meet.

A very common approach in modern corporate law is to require a simple majority of those voting in order to opt out of a particular default rule. That, for instance, is the Model Act’s rule for amending the bylaws or the charter. As demonstrated in Part IV.A, amendments to the bylaws or the charter are the main way of opting out of many corporate law default rules. In the Model Act, a simple majority of those voting is also the rule for shareholder approval of mergers, which acts as an important altering rule insofar as mergers are the way that corporations reincorporate into other states. In Delaware, however, certificate and bylaw amendments and mergers must be approved by the holders of a majority of the outstanding shares. In corporations with a large and dispersed shareholder base, requiring a majority of the outstanding shares, rather than the voting shares, can be a considerably more difficult and costly requirement to meet, as many shareholders do not vote due to rational apathy. Some states still require a two-thirds vote for merg-
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ers.\textsuperscript{143} Traditionally, a merger required a unanimous shareholder vote.

A unanimity requirement still remains for some shareholder actions in some jurisdictions. For instance, under the Model Act, all shareholders must approve a shareholder agreement provision that limits the authority of the board to manage the business of the corporation.\textsuperscript{144} This is (or was) also the common law approach to such provisions in a variety of states.\textsuperscript{145}

Here one sees that one can achieve a broad range of stickiness, varying with the size of the majority required. At one end of the spectrum, the law can require a simple majority of those voting, the least sticky rule. At the other end one has a unanimity requirement—a prohibitively costly requirement for most public corporations. In between is a potentially infinite variety of supermajority requirements, although two-thirds is the mostly frequently observed. Also in between is the requirement pertaining to the makeup of the majority—that it be of all eligible shares, not just those actually voting. There is ambiguity in comparing the degree of stickiness of the latter two sorts of provisions—is it easier to reach two-thirds of those voting or one-half of those eligible to vote? The answer may differ for different corporations, depending on their shareholder base. The trend over time has been from super-majority requirements to simple majority requirements, but in many states some important decisions, such as mergers, still require a super-majority, and in a few instances, even unanimity.\textsuperscript{146}

What might explain those provisions which still, in some states, have supermajority or unanimity requirements?\textsuperscript{147} The two main sorts of decisions that have such requirements are mergers and shareholder agreements restricting board power. Consider mergers first. There are several possible shareholder protection justifications for supermajority approval restrictions for mergers. First, mergers are the main way in which corporations reincorporate in other states.\textsuperscript{148} They are also a means for changing from a corporation to another form of business association or vice versa.\textsuperscript{149} Mergers are thus a rather general altering rule, because through reincorporating, a corporation in one stroke succeeds in changing all of
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the default rules that differ between the two states. Insofar as some states have significantly less shareholder-friendly default rules than other states, such reincorporation mergers threaten to destroy shareholder value. Given rational apathy and ignorance problems in shareholder voting, it might make some sense to protect against value-destroying reincorporation mergers by imposing a supermajority requirement.

I doubt that the above is the main justification for merger supermajority requirements, however. Rather, a different shareholder protection justification seems dominant. A merger can potentially make a huge change in the nature of a shareholder's investment. Such change is forced upon those shareholders who do not approve the merger. Lawmakers might be reluctant to allow boards to force a large percentage of shareholders to accept a new investment. Indeed, this rationale was the source of the old rule requiring unanimous shareholder approval of mergers. The problem with that rule is that for corporations with enough shareholders, it will effectively block even clearly beneficial mergers due to hold-out problems. An intermediate supermajority requirement should greatly lessen the hold-out problem while still providing more shareholder protection than a simple majority of those voting requirement. Here is a nice example of how an intermediate degree of stickiness in an altering rule can trade off the benefits and costs of more or less sticky extremes. Whether some sort of supermajority requirement is actually optimal in the case of mergers is not clear, and states differ in their rules regarding mergers. One should particularly note the logic of how a moderately sticky altering rule can potentially lead to a better outcome.

It is trickier to explain and justify the unanimity requirement for shareholder agreements limiting board authority. This is another example of how corporate law views with disfavor attempts to limit board authority from the broad power granted to boards as a default matter. This paper already confronted this issue in discussing the scope of the bylaw power. Beyond that discussion, another element affecting courts' consideration of such shareholder agreements is their potential for use by a majority of shareholders to oppress a minority group. Where all shareholders have agreed to a provision, minority oppression is clearly not the intended use (or result) of the agreement, and so courts are less reluctant to enforce the provision. That conclusion apparently motivated the court in Clark v. Dodge, a leading early case which permitted a shareholder agreement restricting board powers. However, plenty of such agreements are used to protect minority shareholders, and yet courts still traditionally viewed such agreements with suspicion.
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A further complication is that the simple majority or supermajority altering rules of corporate law are often themselves defaults—they are default altering rules that can themselves be altered by individual corporations, typically through charter provisions. Corporate codes typically allow the charter to increase the majority required to take a given action above the level required under the code itself. This raises a further question: are there dangers involved in allowing the corporation to alter the majority required under the law, and if so, what kind of shareholder vote should suffice to change the default rule?

There is a difference between increasing and decreasing the majority required. As this paper has illustrated, supermajority requirements typically work as a form of shareholder protection, either for all non-management shareholders against managers, or for a minority of shareholders against a controlling shareholder or group. Thus, moves to reduce the majority required for an action are more problematic than moves to increase the majority required. This is because moves to reduce may well be attempts to facilitate the very kind of exploitation which the supermajority requirement is designed to address, whereas the costs associated with increased supermajorities are hold-out and related problems that the state should be less concerned about if the shareholders themselves decide to approve the increased majority. Indeed, to my knowledge, the corporate law provisions that allow variance from the default legal majority required typically allow individual corporations to increase the majority required, but not to decrease it. Moreover, where the charter has already imposed a majority requirement greater than the legal level, the law typically requires that a vote to reduce that voting percentage requirement must receive at least the share of votes required by the requirement that is being amended. Thus, if shareholders at an earlier point have chosen to protect themselves with a supermajority requirement, the law enforces this by not letting later shareholders overturn that protection with a simple majority vote. Any other rule would make supermajority provisions in individual corporate charters rather pointless because they would be too easy to get around.

The most problematic point concerning supermajority provisions in individual corporate charters is what kind of vote should be required to increase the majority required above the legal default level? Should it be a simple majority vote, or rather a majority at least as large as the major-
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ity requirement sought to be imposed? Some jurisdictions take the for-
mer approach,\textsuperscript{157} while others take the latter.\textsuperscript{158} Given the logic so far, 
there would seem to be no harm in allowing a simple majority to raise the 
majority requirement. If the point of a supermajority is to protect share-
holders, why not make it easier for shareholders to decide to do so? 
However, the most common use of supermajority charter provisions in 
public corporations today is as a form of antitakeover defense. This is 
potentially a form of managerial entrenchment that may hurt, not help 
shareholders. If that concern is great enough—and I suspect it is—it 
probably justifies the Model Act approach of requiring a supermajority in 
order to enact a supermajority.\textsuperscript{159}

The diminished use of supermajority rules in corporate codes reflects 
the contractarian trend in the law. Nevertheless, the continued existence 
of a variety of supermajority rules shows that trend has not (yet?) 
reached its logical conclusion. This paper just explored a variety of still-
existing supermajority rules that help protect shareholders. Here too, 
though, greater stickiness is not always a pro-shareholder trait. Some an-
titakeover statutes create supermajority requirements as a way of protect-
ing incumbent managers.

\section{Sunset Provisions}

Another possible way of making an altering rule stickier is through a 
sunset provision. Such a provision says that a change from the default 
rule only applies for a given period of time; after that, the change must be 
re-approved, or the corporation reverts to the default. Some states have 
sunset provisions for certain kinds of shareholder agreements, and on the 
(I believe rare) occasion, one finds state law imposing sunset provisions 
for certain charter matters. Such charter sunsets are a useful avenue to 
explore further if, like me, one worries that many companies may be go-
ing public with suspect provisions in their charter.

The Model Business Corporation Act contains one of the most signifi-
cant current versions of a sunset provision. Unanimously agreed-upon 
shareholder agreements may limit board authority. However, a share-
holder agreement provision imposing such a board authority limit be-
comes invalid after ten years unless renewed.\textsuperscript{160} The strength of this rule 
is seriously diluted though by the fact that the shareholder agreement 
may vary the term of the sunset length, or eliminate it altogether.\textsuperscript{161}

Another fairly common sunset provision concerns voting trusts. In 
such trusts, shareholders give a trustee legal ownership of their shares, 
including the right to vote the shares, but retain beneficial ownership. 
Corporate law has traditionally looked upon voting trusts with disfavor

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{157} See \textit{Del. Code Ann.} § 242 (2007).
\item \textsuperscript{158} See \textit{Model Bus. Corp. Act} § 7.27(b) (1979).
\item \textsuperscript{159} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{160} See \textit{Model Bus. Corp. Act} § 7.32(b)(3) (1979).
\item \textsuperscript{161} See id.
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and imposed a variety of restrictions upon them. One such restriction is
that a trust may last for only a certain period of time, typically ten years.
Delaware used to have such a rule, although it no longer does. The
Model Act still has a ten year limit on voting trusts.\textsuperscript{162}

A notable past example of a sunset rule for a specific kind of charter
provision is the former North Carolina Business Corporation Act section
16(3). This provided that charter provisions granting performance-based
bonuses to executives would be valid for only five years unless renewed
by a shareholder vote.\textsuperscript{163} That statute was enacted to address the per-
ceived problem in the famous case of Rogers \textit{v.} Hill, in which executives
received bonuses tied to a share of profits which, over time, with the
rapid growth of the business, became extraordinarily large.\textsuperscript{164} The theory
of the North Carolina provision is that the shareholders did not intend
the executive compensation to grow so large, but that once such a provi-
sion was in place it was hard to change. The sunset rule forced sharehold-
ers and managers to address the compensation question again. If they
still believed the compensation was proper, they could renew the provi-
sion, but they would have to affirmatively act to do so.

Sunset rules may be an attractive way to address several kinds of
problems that may arise in some kinds of charter provisions. The core
problem is that the board retains control over the process of amending
the charter. If the board does not choose to initiate the amendment pro-
cess, no change can occur. Thus, if a company’s charter comes to contain
an inefficient but pro-management provision that the board does not
want to amend, then shareholders may have trouble getting rid of such a
provision.

Of course, if one believes that through a variety of mechanisms, direc-
tors are properly motivated to pursue efficient corporate governance
strategies, this is not a problem. Nevertheless, there is good reason to
believe that not all boards are always so motivated—indeed, many boards
seem to fall well short of a faithful devotion to shareholder interests.\textsuperscript{165} If
so, then sunset rules may provide a relatively unobtrusive, non-paternalis-
tic way of addressing inefficient pro-management provisions. Simply
banning provisions that allegedly fit that description is problematic be-
cause lawmakers may not do a good job identifying which provisions are
truly inefficient. Moreover, some provisions may be inefficient for some
corporations but efficient for others, and so banning them may impose
unwanted costs on those corporations for which the provision does make
sense. A sunset rule gives shareholders a chance to periodically review a
suspect kind of provision. If a majority (or whatever level of approval is
\textsuperscript{162} See \textit{Model Bus. Corp. Act} § 7.30(b) (1979).
\textsuperscript{163} See \textit{Jesse H. Choper et. al., Cases and Materials on Corporations} 142 n.76
(5th ed. 2000).
\textsuperscript{164} Rogers \textit{v.} Hill, 289 U.S. 582, 591–92 (1933). By the norms of the time, the bonuses
were extremely large. Times change.
\textsuperscript{165} See generally \textit{Lucian Bebchuk \& Jesse Fried, Pay Without Performance:
The Unfulfilled Promise of Executive Compensation} (2004).
required—see Part IV.B) continues to approve the provision, then it will remain. If not, it is eliminated.

Several questions arise. How do charters come to contain inefficiently pro-manager provisions in the first place? Is this really a systematic problem? After all, shareholders have to approve the provisions in the first place—Why would they do so? There are several possible sources for such provisions. First, shareholders could simply have made a mistake initially, and then learned from experience that the provision in question was not good. People make mistakes, and given the disincentives for most shareholders in a public corporation to pay close attention to corporate governance matters, such mistakes should not be surprising or uncommon. Second, a provision may not be problematic when enacted, but then become inefficient over time. Some allege that this occurred with staggered boards, which only became a powerful antitakeover tool at some point in the 1980s.

Third, it is possible that charters may contain inefficient provisions at the time a company goes public. This goes against received wisdom. Most corporate law scholars in recent decades, since the influence of economics became strong, have believed that capital market efficiency would impose a cost on corporate founders who went to market with inefficient charter terms, forcing them to charge less for their shares than they otherwise would and hence forcing them to internalize the expected costs of problematic terms. Since the founders would internalize the costs imposed on shareholders, they would have the proper incentive to set terms efficiently. However, more recently many scholars have come to question whether capital markets work efficiently enough for that argument to have the full force it was once thought to have. If markets, particularly the markets for IPO stock, do not work that efficiently, then they will not effectively price in the expected costs of inefficient charter provisions.

Still, even if one grants that there may be a systematic problem, are sunset rules really likely to work as a solution? After all, they rely upon shareholder voting, and due to the disincentive of shareholders to inform themselves, can this mechanism really work? Worse, might it not open up corporations to manipulation and extortion by special interest shareholders? These may be problems, but they seem unlikely to doom the sunset rule idea. As to misinformed shareholder voting, with the growth of institutional shareholders, at least a fair number of shareholders nowadays do have enough at stake to pay some attention, and those shareholders are aided by consulting services such as ISS. Moreover, the types of provi-

166. Of course, as this paper shall soon explore, this in turn raises a question as to the efficacy of sunset rules, which rely on shareholder voting to correct problems.


168. The argument goes back to Jensen & Meckling, supra note 9.


sions at issue will generally raise issues that recur across corporations, so experienced shareholders can develop policies as to how to vote on them. As to special interest shareholders, they are generally only a minority within most corporations, and they must attract the support of others in order to prevail. They may try to do so, but management can lobby too, and in most corporations where the management is at all decent, most shareholders are, if anything, inclined to defer too much to management, not too little. Thus, sunset rules will be far from a perfect fix—many inefficient provisions may still be renewed due to over-deference to management, and occasionally special interest shareholders may succeed in using the vote against the interest of the majority. However, the voting mechanism seems likely to work well enough most of the time that it should be able to weed out at least the most objectionable charter provisions subject to such sunset rules.

What sorts of provisions should be subject to such sunset rules? The most obvious candidates are provisions that help entrench boards. Above all, staggered boards, the most significant entrenchment mechanism, should probably be subject to a sunset rule.

Are the financial costs of sunset rules likely to outweigh their benefits? There will be some costs, as corporations will need to include renewal proposals in the corporate proxy material. Since these presumably will be part of the annual proxy solicitation, the main new costs imposed will be primarily the cost of lawyer and management time in preparing the proxy disclosure. These costs are not trivial, but given the potentially important corporate governance benefits, such costs would not seem to counsel against using sunset rules, although they may suggest limiting sunset rules to the most significant and suspect of charter provisions.

Finally, what time period should apply for sunset provisions? The answer is somewhat arbitrary, but there is a fairly obvious basic tradeoff. Too short a period will increase the financial costs of sunset rules and force shareholders to vote too often on too many provisions, diffusing their attention. Too long a period will not do enough to deter or eliminate inefficient provisions. Some intermediate time period seems optimal. Offhand, time periods in the five to ten year range would seem to make the most sense, in keeping with the practice described above for sunset rules that currently exist.

Thus, sunset provisions provide another way to make default rules stickier. They force corporations to act periodically, or else the default will re-assert itself. They illustrate the benefit of thinking in terms of degrees of stickiness, rather than default versus mandatory. Sunset provisions do not force the default rule on corporations—they can choose to continue opting out if they want to. However, they do help guard against some of the dangers that can come with overly Teflon rules. They are worth considering as a larger part of the policymaker’s toolkit.

171. See Bebchuk et al., supra note 166, at 884.
172. See Bebchuk et al., supra note 166, at 900.
D. THE DUTY OF LOYALTY

As commonly conceived, probably the most important mandatory rule in corporate law is the duty of loyalty. Although corporations can waive director liability for violations of fiduciary duty through a provision in the charter, they cannot do so for violations of the duty of loyalty. Those leaning to the mandatory rule side of the great Columbia Symposium mandatory/default debate pointed above all to fiduciary duty rules as the leading example of mandatory rules in corporate law. However, the duty of loyalty can be usefully thought of in a way that makes it into a quite-but-not-infinitely sticky default rule. The underlying default rule is that directors may not enter into a transaction that creates a conflict of interest with the corporation in which a director benefits personally in a way not shared by the corporation. Corporations may opt out of that default rule according to a complicated altering rule procedure.

Once upon a time, the prohibition on conflict of interest transactions was essentially a mandatory rule. Corporations were simply not allowed to enter into conflict of interest transactions with their directors. Over time this mandatory rule eroded. In some circumstances, conflict transactions may be in the best interests of the corporation. Access to inside information and a shared interest in the flourishing of the corporation may make directors willing to enter into a transaction with the corporation on terms more beneficial than those available from any outsider. Strictly forbidding such transactions hurts the corporations which would like to engage in them. Over time, courts recognized this and cut back on the strict mandatory rule.

That does not mean that anything goes, though. Conflict transactions clearly present the opportunity for directors to use their power over the corporation to gain personally at its expense. Courts were willing to allow corporations to opt out of the rule prohibiting conflict transactions only where the courts were convinced that doing so was in the best interests of the corporation. Initially, this took the form of requiring directors to show that a specific proposed transaction was fair to the corporation, applying a tough concept of fairness. Nowadays corporations may opt out of the prohibition on conflict transactions in several ways. They may not opt out in advance from the prohibition as applied to any and all conflicts—this is the sense in which the duty of loyalty is a mandatory rule. A corporation may not include a
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Sticky Defaults and Altering Rules

charter provision specifying that directors will not be held liable for damages resulting from a breach of loyalty. However, a corporation may opt out of the default rule in specific instances through the approval of a majority of disinterested directors, a majority of disinterested shareholders, or if the transaction is fair to the corporation. This is a significantly more sticky altering rule than that prohibiting violations of the duty of care. Corporations can (and most do) opt out in advance from all personal liability for directors for violations of the duty of care through a provision in the charter. In the case of violations of the duty of loyalty, such as conflict transactions, no advance generalized opt-out is possible. The corporation can only opt out in specific instances through appropriate authorization or justification of particular conflict transactions.

Moreover, even opting out of the default prohibition on conflict transactions in a specific instance is not that easy for a corporation to do. As just noted, the corporation must show either approval by informed, disinterested, and independent directors, approval by informed, disinterested, and independent shareholders, or that the transaction was procedurally and substantively fair to the corporation. This default rule is thus more or less sticky depending on the stringency of these three tests for removing the taint from a conflict transaction. There is a lot of variance in how strictly courts apply these tests. How much information must be provided to the directors or shareholders approving the transaction? The general answer is all "material" information, but courts may apply the term "material" in a broad or narrow way. Who counts as an "independent" director? In Delaware, the basic test is well-established: Is the director "for any substantial reason, incapable of making a decision with only the best interests of the corporation in mind"? However, that test is highly fact-specific, and courts may vary in how strictly they apply it. Note that the independence requirement is an allocation of authority as well as a modification of stickiness—it grants approval power to those directors it deems independent. Are the terms of a transaction substantively fair to the corporation? Again, the same words can be applied more or less strictly. Thus, courts can manipulate the degree of stickiness of the altering rule governing a corporation's opting out of the rule banning

182. Cede & Co. v. Technicolor, Inc., 634 A.2d 345, 364 (Del. 1993) ("A trial court must have flexibility in determining whether an officer's or director's interest . . . is sufficiently material.").
184. Compare Oracle, 824 A.2d at 937–47 (finding two members of the special litigation committee were not sufficiently independent, where the accused directors were a fellow professor and a large donor to their university), with Beam v. Stewart, 845 A.2d 1040, 1050–54 (Del. 2004) (concluding that an allegation of "long standing personal friendship" was insufficient to render a majority of the board interested so as to make demand public).
185. For an argument that courts today apply an overly weak fairness analysis, see Lawrence E. Mitchell, Fairness and Trust in Corporate Law, 43 Duke L.J. 425, 426–27 (1993).
conflict transactions based on how they apply the various broad, fact-specific concepts used in the common law definition of fiduciary duty.

So conceived, the duty of loyalty is an example of a tailored altering rule—its application is tailored to specific factual circumstances as understood by a court applying these terms. With tailored altering rules, the degree of stickiness of the rule is essentially a continuum, varying with the way courts apply broad, vague terms to the facts of particular situations. Thus, a descriptive analysis of the stickiness of Delaware corporate law will require a rich survey of how courts have applied fiduciary duties to varying fact patterns.

The evolution and current state of the duty of loyalty is a good example of the practical benefits of having altering rules which allow varying degrees of stickiness. As illustrated, the law's early use of a highly sticky, essentially mandatory rule against conflict transactions was quite likely too harsh, prohibiting many transactions that would have benefited corporations. A strong contractarian would advocate moving to the opposite extreme, making it quite easy for corporations to approve conflict transactions, including approving whole types of transactions in advance through charter, or even bylaw, provisions, as is done for the duty of care. Perhaps that is the correct approach, but there seem to be good reasons for having a rather stickier altering rule than that in the case of conflict transactions. Broad advance opt-outs in the charter are subject to the sorts of objections considered above for charter matters that threaten shareholder interests. Moreover, there is an externality in having courts define fiduciary duties on a case-by-case basis for many corporations. The costs of anticipating all possible eventualities in advance and contracting upon them are prohibitive. Tailored rules such as fiduciary duties allow courts to handle circumstances after the fact, and the accumulation of cases create a body of case law providing rough predictability and guidance. For this to work, there have to be many corporations subject to the fiduciary duty obligations so that courts are able to define the law in many different cases. If corporations were allowed to opt out and too many did, there would be no good case law.

E. INDEPENDENT SIGNIFICANCE AND CONTRACTUAL INTERPRETATION

This sub-part brings together two related complications in analyzing the stickiness of any particular default or altering rule. First, there is often more than one legal means available for achieving a particular goal. A default rule whose altering rule may look quite sticky at first glance may appear much less so when one considers alternative ways of opting out of the default rule. Second, the degree of stickiness of an altering rule will sometimes depend on how courts apply principles of contractual interpretation. In some cases, it will not be entirely clear how to apply

186. See supra note 79 and accompanying text.
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the language that a corporation and/or its shareholders have agreed to. How courts interpret such ambiguous language may determine whether the corporation has succeeded in opting out of a particular default rule, and if so, what alternative it has opted for.

These two issues come together in an interesting line of Delaware cases concerning preference-stripping and preferred shareholders. Preferred shareholders typically have a series of protective rights that they have bargained for, which protect them from future actions by the corporation or later shareholders which may affect their preferences. These rights often give holders of a class of preferred shares the right to vote on certain kinds of actions that will affect their rights. The rights are typically written into either the charter or a linked document called the Certificate of Designations. Thus, changing these rights requires amending the charter, and hence one would look to the rules regulating charter amendment to understand the relevant altering rule.

However, one can also accomplish the same thing as a charter amendment via a merger. If the corporation is merged into a shell corporation created for this purpose, and a new charter is written for the surviving corporation, that new charter in effect becomes the amended charter of the old corporation. To accomplish the change via this route, one would look to the rules regulating corporate mergers. Critically, there are important differences in the rules regulating charter amendments and mergers—the two sets of procedures both protect shareholder, but in different ways. In Delaware, a certificate amendment that affects the rights of an existing class of shareholders must be subject to a class vote, whether or not the existing certificate provides for that. Delaware's merger law does not require such a class vote; however, it does give dissenting shareholders the right to an appraisal, a right not available for dissenters on a vote to amend the certificate.

Corporations have with some frequency attempted to circumvent preferred shareholder rights through the merger technique. In a series of cases, the Delaware courts have considered whether such action is valid. The courts have basically answered "yes" by creating and applying the doctrine of independent legal significance. The idea is that two

191. Id.
different legal provisions (in these cases the charter amendment and merger provisions) are separate and of equal legal dignity. As long as the corporation satisfies all the legal requirements of a particular provision in attempting to take action by invoking that provision, the action is valid, even if that action sidesteps a certain form of protection that the other legal provision creates and that would have applied had the corporation attempted an action with the same basic effect through use of that other legal provision.

In this form, this is essentially a rule of statutory interpretation. In practice, it tends to make default rules easier to opt out of. If the corporation can choose two different legal methods to reach essentially the same end, it can choose whichever of the two methods is cheaper and easier to accomplish. Thus, it would seem that the corporate law of Delaware has become less sticky as a result of the doctrine of independent legal significance.

And yet, a funny thing has happened in recent years. As Gordon Smith puts it, the doctrine has morphed from a rule of statutory interpretation to one of contractual interpretation. Given the existence of the doctrine of independent significance, preferred shareholders who want to protect themselves need to exercise some care in drafting protections that the corporation and later investors will not be able to circumvent. Take as an example the recent case of Benchmark Capital Partners IV, L.P. v. Vague, which represents the culmination of this trend. Benchmark Capital invested in the A and B rounds of financing for Juniper Financial Corp. They wrote into the certificate several provisions that required approval by A and B investors for a wide variety of corporate actions. The main provisions are as follows:

- So long as any shares of Series A Preferred Stock or Series B Preferred Stock remain outstanding, the Corporation shall not, without the vote or written consent by the holders of at least a majority of the then outstanding shares of the Series A Preferred Stock and Series B Preferred Stock, voting together as a single class; provided, however, that the foregoing may be amended, waived or modified pursuant to Section C.4.c: (i) Authorize or issue, or obligate itself to issue, any other equity security (including any security convertible into or exercisable for any equity security) senior to or on a parity with the Series A Preferred Stock or Series B Preferred Stock as to dividend rights or redemption

---
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rights, voting rights or liquidation preferences. . . (Section C.6.a(i))

- Series A and B class vote required before Juniper may dispose of all or substantially all of its assets or to "consolidate or merge into any other Corporation (other than a wholly-owned subsidiary Corporation)." (Section C.6.a(ii))

- Series vote required if corporate action would "materially adversely change the rights, preferences and privileges of the Series A Preferred and Series B Preferred Stock." (Section C.6.c(ii) & C.6.d(ii))

Juniper's largest shareholder, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, was given the right to waive these protections, but could not take any action that "would (a) diminish or alter the liquidation preference or other financial or economic rights, modify the registration rights, or increase the obligations, indemnities or liabilities, of the holders of Series A Preferred Stock, Series A Prime Preferred Stock or Series B Preferred Stock or (b) authorize, approve or waive any action so as to violate any fiduciary duties owed by such holders under Delaware law."206

In any event, Juniper needed more cash, and Canadian Imperial Bank was willing to give it to them in a new financing round, but only if the stock they received had rights senior to the earlier rounds in liquidation preferences, dividends, and redemption rights.207 Juniper accomplished this through a merger into a wholly-owned subsidiary.208 To the uninitiated reader, it might seem that the above provisions rather comprehensively forbid any such action without the approval of the Series A and B shareholders. However, note that none of the quoted language specifically forbids mergers, except for section C.6.a(ii), which exempts mergers into a wholly-owned subsidiary.209 Mergers such as this one would rather clearly seem to fall within the acts prohibited by the other quoted sections, but mergers are not specifically mentioned. As Delaware courts have developed the independent legal significance doctrine, that turns out to be fatal for the Series A and B Preferred Stockholders.210 The language they agreed to didn't contain the magic word—merger—in the right place,211 and so their attempt to contract around the ability of Juniper to limit their rights failed.

Notice the rather complicated set of default and altering rules we have here. The core default rules are the various portions of corporate law that define what vanilla common shares look like in the absence of corpo-
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211. Presumably if section C.6.a(ii), which requires a Series A and B class vote before merger into another corporation, had left out the parenthetical "other than a wholly-owned subsidiary Corporation," that would have been enough to require a class vote in Benchmark Capital even given the approach of the Delaware courts.
ration-specific provisions to the contrary—one share/one vote, no pre-
emptive rights, equal priority in bankruptcy, and so forth. One could
imagine a rigid corporate law in which all or many of those rules were
mandatory. That is not at all what Delaware looks like—it allows cor-
porations to create shares that differ from the default pattern in a host of
ways. Indeed, this is probably one of the areas where corporations do opt
out of the default rules most frequently and in the greatest variety of
ways. This freedom requires altering rules that specify how corporations
may opt out of the default rules. The core altering rule, present in section
151 and adjoining sections of the Delaware code, specifies that a corpo-
ration must opt out in the certificate of incorporation, either through a spe-
cific provision or through a broad grant of authority to the board to
define classes of shares (blank check preferred).

This core altering rule must be supplemented by an additional element
which specifies how a corporation which has already chosen to opt out of
the default rules, for example, by creating a class of preferred shares, may
make further changes. This is important because, as Benchmark Capital
illustrates, further changes may hurt the interests of earlier investors.
Since the core altering rule requires that opt outs occur in the certificate,
it would seem that the altering rule would require that further changes
require an amendment to the certificate, following the basic rules for cer-
tificate amendment set out in the corporate law. However, the basic
doctrine of independent significance creates a less sticky altering rule
than that: it allows Juniper to change its certificate either through the
standard section 242 amendment procedure or else through a merger,
whichever it chooses. However, shareholders may in turn want to change
that altering rule in order to protect their rights against future investors.
The question is, how can they do so? This requires a meta-altering rule,
whereby Delaware tells corporations and their shareholders what it takes
to alter the base altering rule. The magic word requirement makes that
meta-altering rule rather sticky—even if the shareholders have clearly
tried to change the altering rule, the courts will not recognize their efforts
unless they have used the magic words.

Is there any good justification for this? One could argue that this meta-
altering rule is not that sticky. Parties to these sorts of agreements should
have good legal counsel, and cases like Benchmark Capital should give
those lawyers clear guidance as to what it takes to opt out of the base
rule. However, as Smith points out, this line of cases has been around for
a while now, yet stockholders still seem to be getting it wrong fairly fre-
quently. Can the rule be justified as a form of stockholder protection?

\begin{itemize}
  \item 213. At least in instances where a corporation has chosen to opt out through specific
certificate provisions creating a new class of shares, which is the situation the article is
concerned with in this sub-part. Where a corporation has opted out of the default rules for
shares through a board’s exercise of blank check preferred, the analysis would differ.
  \item 215. Smith, supra note 191, at 850.
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Perhaps it is intended as a way of protecting common stockholders from preferred stockholders. It is not, however, clear that preferred stockholders are really such a menace. The modern use of this rule of contractual interpretation seems to be managers colluding with later preferred investors at the expense of early round investors. It is not at all clear why the protection should go in that direction.

A slightly more plausible explanation might point to a channeling function. The law might want to encourage parties to draft clear, complete contractual language. Doing so may serve an information-forcing function, getting the parties to make their intentions clearer to future courts, and sometimes also inducing one party to reveal information to the other. One way to encourage this is by refusing to recognize language that is not adequately precise. The rule in Benchmark Capital does do that. However, we do not require such extreme precision as a general matter of contractual interpretation, and it is not clear why this situation should require it.

Smith puts forward, though ultimately rejects, another justification for Delaware's approach. He labels the doctrine of independent significance as honoring market solutions, while the alternative he proposes, a more expansive use of the contract notion of good faith, relies more on the courts. Thus, if one favors markets over courts in this context, that might argue for Delaware's rule. However, I question that characterization. I think it is right to label what Smith calls the statutory interpretation version of the doctrine of independent significance (what I call here the base altering rule) as pro-market. It provides corporations and investors greater flexibility in deciding how to structure their investments and how to alter that structure when new investments occur. However, I am not sure that the pro-market characterization fits what Smith calls the contractual interpretation version of the doctrine (what I call the meta-altering rule). Smith's point seems to be that the sticky meta-altering rule calls for state intervention to enforce the contract less frequently than a less sticky rule would—Benchmark Capital is left to fend for itself rather than receiving protection from the Delaware courts. From an ex post perspective, that does indeed seem pro-market. However, from an ex ante perspective it is more problematic. Parties like Benchmark Capital and Juniper Financial use contracts to help cement the voluntary arrangements into which they have chosen to enter—the essence of market behavior. A standard interpretive method of enforcing those contracts according to the parties' intent as shown by the ordinary meaning of their contractual language would generally seem the best fit to support this
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market-based interaction.221 The sticky Benchmark Capital meta-altering rule tends to thwart the intentions of the contracting parties. A less sticky rule would honor the market better.

This odd mix of Teflon altering rule and sticky meta-altering rule seems another manifestation of Delaware’s managerialism, which this article has run up against at several points before.222 Managers can choose to change their ruling document through either section 242 or else a merger, whichever they find easier to do. If shareholders attempt to draft documents to block that ability of managers, though, the courts make it hard for them to draft documents that they will honor. If one strongly believes that markets provide managers with the right incentives and that shareholders’ attempt to limit managers will be ill-conceived, this may make sense, but it is not a terribly easy position to defend.

F. ALTERING RULES WITH BROAD SCOPE

Finally, this paper addresses several important types of general altering rules. As discussed in Part III, an altering rule may have a broad or narrow scope. An altering rule is broad insofar as a corporation invoking that rule in one stroke succeeds in altering a number of different default rules, not just one. A general altering rule may be at least to some extent stickier than a specific altering rule that has the same approval requirement, because a general rule involves changing a number of defaults simultaneously. This may create tradeoffs insofar as the corporate actors prefer some of the default rules on one setting of the altering rule but prefer the default rules of the opposite setting on other matters. For instance, in choosing whether to incorporate in Delaware or Minnesota, one might conceivably prefer Delaware’s case law on the duty of loyalty but Minnesota’s case law on the duty of care and good faith. In that example, it is nearly impossible to mix and match—the corporation must choose either Delaware’s law as a whole or Minnesota’s.

On the other hand, in other circumstances, the breadth of an altering rule may make it less sticky than the alternative of having to separately opt out of each default covered by the rule. This will be the case where the defaults covered by the broad altering rule complement each other, so that most corporations who would like to opt out of one of the defaults would like to opt out of the others as well. For instance, the provisions covered in Delaware’s close corporation statute are all likely to be of use for the same types of corporations. In such cases, a broad altering rule allows corporations to make a number of changes at once, rather than having to alter the defaults one at a time.

221. This is a point Smith recognizes, as seen by his support for the use of good faith to interpret such contracts according to the intent of the parties. Id. at 844–48. I am not sure that one needs to resort to good faith here—a simple ordinary meaning approach would seem to get at the intent here without any need to resort to good faith.
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In this sub-part, the paper considers several types of altering rules that are broad in this sense, including rules surrounding reincorporation, close corporation rules, federal rules regulating public corporations, and the choice between corporate law and other forms of business associations.

1. Reincorporation

One way to change many default rules at once is to reincorporate in another state. How many rules that changes depends on how different the corporate laws of the two states are. An important question is how easy is it, and how easy should it be to reincorporate. Generally, reincorporation is accomplished through a merger, so it is initiated by a majority of the board and, in most states, requires the approval of a majority of voting shares.223 Through the internal affairs doctrine, almost every state has agreed that the law of the state in which a corporation is incorporated shall govern the internal affairs of the corporation, including the relationship among directors, officers, and shareholders.224 This internal affairs doctrine is key to the “genius” of American corporate law, namely the flexibility and responsiveness of state corporate law to the interests of corporations, at least the interests of corporations as perceived by their boards of directors.225 Of course, there has been much debate over whether this system has led to a race to the top or a race to the bottom in state corporate law.226 Those who embrace the system are generally contractarians who embrace a Teflon default approach to corporate law overall. Those supporting tougher regulation are typically more skeptical about the results of the internal affairs doctrine.227

Should reincorporation be easier to accomplish? Some have suggested allowing shareholders to reincorporate on their own.228 This is a rather nifty contractarian response to a problem from people skeptical about contractualism and state competition in corporate lawmaking. The concern with state competition is that since boards and officers typically control the decision as to where to incorporate, state law winds up favoring managers over shareholders too much.229 If one were to allow sharehold-

223. See supra notes 147–48 and accompanying text on merger approval requirements.
228. Bebchuk, supra note 132, at 868–69.
ers to initiate reincorporation on their own and to accomplish it without board approval, the balance of power would shift. State rulemakers would then presumably have more incentive to look out for the interests of shareholders, since they would be the ones with the most influence over where companies incorporate.

This possibility shows a flaw in Bernard Black’s argument that the ease of reincorporation makes many state law rules easily avoidable, and hence trivial. The fact that corporations cannot reincorporate without board approval tends to make state law more pro-manager than it would be if shareholders could reincorporate without board approval. By the same token, the law would presumably become even more strongly pro-management if boards could reincorporate without shareholder approval. Thus, again it is not simply the ease in terms of monetary costs of altering rules that matters, but also how they distribute authority.

There is of course much debate over whether this proposal actually addresses any real problem. I will not take up that question here—in other work, I have taken an intermediate position, suggesting that Delaware corporate law does tend to be flexible and efficient, but it also tends to be overly pro-management. Thus, I do agree in part with those who think there is a problem. Even if there is, however, this solution could conceivably create more problems than it solves. Shareholders may not be as good as management at discerning which state’s rules are best for a given corporation, although I am skeptical of that point. More seriously, reincorporating in a new state may involve re-considering all of a corporation’s charter and bylaw provisions, and figuring out how these should be changed to conform and adapt to the laws of the new state. Shareholders may not do that as well as managers. Finally, the kinds of arguments that Bainbridge gives for board primacy may apply to this question, although the exact application of that argument to this question is not clear.

Should reincorporation be harder to accomplish? An intrepid minority of American scholars suggests doing away with the internal affairs doctrine, in favor of requiring a corporation to follow the law of the state in which it does business. This makes the reincorporation altering rule quite sticky indeed—choosing to move and do business elsewhere is quite a drastic and costly response to unhappiness with a state’s corporate law.

A few states already do not fully follow the internal affairs doctrine. California is the most significant example. Corporations incorporated elsewhere that have a strong enough tie to California in terms of sales and shareholders are required to follow California law on a variety of

230. See Black, supra note 33, at 558.
231. See articles cited supra note 226.
232. See supra notes 122–23 and accompanying text.
points. However, this rule is sharply limited by the fact that it does not apply to corporations whose shares are traded on the New York Stock Exchange or Nasdaq.

Why might one want to limit or completely abolish the internal affairs doctrine? Presumably, this would require a strongly anti-contractarian theory for support. One might oppose the internal affairs doctrine on shareholder protection grounds if one believed quite strongly in the race-to-the-bottom theory. Another ground for opposing the internal affairs doctrine would point to the effect of corporations and corporate law on other constituencies, such as employees and local communities. It is quite plausible that due to charter competition, state corporate laws do not take such constituencies into account. The traditional response is that other, non-corporate laws should be used to protect such constituencies. Maybe so, but one might believe that structuring decisionmaking within the corporation, as corporate law does, might be a better way of protecting such constituencies. Further exploration along these lines would take this paper from its main theme though. Note that in seeing reincorporation as an altering rule, this paper has illustrated the same basic logic that is seen elsewhere—those who believe that market forces tend to lead corporations to good choices advocate a non-sticky rule, while those skeptical of the market generally argue for more stickiness. However, one also notices an ambiguity: sometimes those favoring more shareholder protection advocate making the rule less sticky, by taking the board out of the process and letting shareholders act on their own.

2. **Close Corporations**

Some states have special rules for close corporations. If a corporation meeting requirements concerning number of shareholders and so on elects to be a close corporation, a variety of special rules may apply to it. By choosing close corporation status, a company opts out of some important standard default rules and opts into a new set of rules. Thus, the rules for electing into, and out of, close corporation status form a somewhat broad altering rule. This is also an example of a menu—by choosing to be a close corporation, a company buys into an interrelated set of rules that lawmakers believe form a useful whole for certain types of corporations with a small number of shareholders. In analyzing this type of altering rule, one should consider both how broad the rule is—for instance, how many governing rules are changed by close corporation status—and also how sticky the close corporation altering rule is.

234. CAL. CORP. CODE § 2115 (West 2007).
235. Id. § 2115(c). California is not, however, the only state that does not fully follow the internal affairs doctrine for some specific points of law. For example, in the notable case of Sadler v. NCR Corp., New York state law concerning shareholder list disclosure rule was applied to a Maryland corporation. 928 F.2d 48, 53–56 (2d Cir. 1991). For a list of other instances, see Greenwood, supra note 233, at 423–24.
236. For a discussion of related arguments, see McDonnell, supra note 62.
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Consider Delaware’s close corporation rules as an influential example. This paper first examines the stickiness of close corporation statutes in Delaware. A company must satisfy several requirements in order to qualify as a close corporation:

- It cannot have more than thirty shareholders;
- All outstanding shares must be subject to at least one transfer restriction;
- The corporation may not engage in a public offering, as defined in the Securities Act of 1933; and
- It must contain a provision in its certificate of incorporation stating that it elects to be a close corporation, with at least two-thirds of the outstanding shares of each class of stock approving this provision.

Thus, it is not easy for a corporation to become a close corporation. For most corporations with significantly more than thirty shareholders, the gains from close corporation status will not justify the costs of buying out existing shareholders to reduce down to the thirty level, and even corporations with fewer than thirty shareholders may value the flexibility of being able to attract more shareholders, and hence find this limitation too constricting. Many corporations may also find the share transfer restriction requirement burdensome because it limits shareholder liquidity, although many corporations that find close corporation status attractive may find various transfer restrictions independently attractive. The public offering restriction probably adds little to the stockholder number restrictions, as most public offerings will result in companies with more than thirty stockholders. The two-thirds supermajority restriction also makes this altering rule more sticky than the standard majority provision that is seen in most contemporary corporate law altering rules, as does the fact that the provision must be in the certificate, not the bylaws.

Thus, as a result of these various measures, the close corporation altering rule is rather sticky, although for the types of corporations that are likely to find close corporation status desirable, these restrictions may not be very onerous. Close corporation statutes in some other states have different rules for becoming such a corporation, but they are broadly similar.

Also relevant to the stickiness of the close corporation altering rule is how easy it is to opt out of close corporation status once a corporation has opted in. There are two basic ways for a close corporation to choose to cease being such. First, the corporation may remove the charter provi-
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sion electing to be a close corporation.246 This route requires the same supermajority approval required for enacting the provision in the first place; namely, it must be approved by at least two-thirds of the outstanding shares of each class of stock.247

The other way to opt out of close corporation status is to breach the stockholder number, transfer restriction, or public offering restrictions and not take corrective action.248 This is rather easy to do in most corporations. Because the board has the power to issue new shares, the board on its own, (absent charter, bylaw, or shareholder agreement provisions limiting this board power), may issue shares to new stockholders that put the total number of stockholders over thirty, or may issue new shares without any transfer restrictions. Indeed, the board could do this inadvertently, particularly in the case of the thirty stockholder limit. Moreover, it need not take any board action to exceed the stockholder limit—the transfer of shares from one stockholder to many, through sale or death, could push the number over thirty.

The other question concerns how broad the close corporation statute is. What different rules apply to close corporations? Delaware has six main special provisions for close corporations.

- Written agreements signed by a majority of stockholders will not be held invalid on the ground that they restrict the discretion of the board.249 I have never quite understood the need for this provision, given that stockholders can always limit the discretion of the board in the certificate.250 Of course, a stockholder agreement does not require board approval, while amending the certificate does. Becoming a close corporation in the first place does require board approval, however, because it requires a certificate provision. Nonetheless, once a corporation has become a close corporation, stockholders can then act to limit the board without board approval, which increases their power somewhat.
- Stockholders may manage the corporation without a board, if the certificate so provides.251
- The Chancery Court may appoint a custodian for a close corporation if it is deadlocked.252
- The Chancery Court may appoint a provisional director for a close corporation if it is deadlocked.253
- No stockholder agreement may be held invalid on the ground that it is an attempt to treat the corporation as if it were a

247. Id. The certificate may increase, but not decrease, this supermajority required for opting back out of close corporation status. Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 346(b) (2007).
partnership.\textsuperscript{254} The certificate may contain a provision allowing a specified number of stockholders to dissolve the corporation.\textsuperscript{255}

The first rule (stockholder agreement limiting board discretion), second rule (managing without board), and fifth rule (stockholder agreement treating corporation like a partnership) are aimed at the general grant of broad power to the board, a grant which this paper has shown at several points that the law makes hard to alter. Once a company has chosen to be a close corporation—not easy in itself—it becomes somewhat easier to limit board power or even to do away with the board altogether. In companies with a small enough number of stockholders, the law treats the presumption favoring board control as weaker, presumably because in such companies, stockholder involvement in management is more feasible; indeed, in many such companies, the stockholders, directors, and officers are all the same people.

The other close corporation rules relate to the appointment of custodians or provisional directors in the case of deadlock and concerning stockholders dissolving the corporation. These rules aim at a different issue confronting companies with a small number of stockholders who actively manage the business. With a small number of people both owning and running the business, the chance of an irresolvable conflict within that small group becomes a large potential problem. These rules give stockholders and the courts tools to help resolve such conflicts.

Thus, the rules for becoming a close corporation under the Delaware statute are not an incredibly broad altering rule. Opting out of the usual rules and into the close corporation rules does not change most of the default rules for a Delaware corporation. However, it does make fairly significant changes along two important dimensions; namely, the ability to limit board power and the options available for dealing with deadlock. The altering rule only allows corporations with a small number of stockholders to exercise the option to choose these rules. It is quite clear why these rules are much more useful to corporations with just a few stockholders, although perhaps not completely clear why the rules should not also be available to larger companies that would like to be governed by them.

There is another lesson here of general relevance to this paper's project. This somewhat broad altering rule provides a new menu option to Delaware corporations. For corporations with just a few stockholders, more direct stockholder control and provisions for dealing with deadlock are likely to be quite helpful. Rather than having to devise relevant rules piecemeal, the close corporation statute allows companies to opt in to a somewhat different structure than the general corporate law. Thus, this is a case where the breadth of the altering rule may make it less sticky—rather than more sticky—since the defaults grouped together are comple-

\textsuperscript{254} \textit{Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 354 (2007)}.
\textsuperscript{255} \textit{Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 355 (2007)}. 
mentary, most corporations choosing to opt in will probably find all of the
close corporation provisions attractive, and it will lower their costs to be
able to opt in to all at once rather than having to adapt piecemeal.

3. Public Corporations

This paper now addresses another important altering rule with broad
scope as it turns from state corporate law to the closely related area of
federal securities law. Many important securities law rules apply only to
reporting companies. Reporting companies are required to file periodic
reports under the Exchange Act; they must comply with the SEC’s
proxy solicitation rules; their officers and directors must disclose
purchases and sales of company securities; and they are subject to the
myriad regulations of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. These rules impose sig-
nificant costs on the companies subject to them. They may also create
significant benefits for their stockholders and for the markets for their
securities. Whether or not the costs typically outweigh the benefits is of
course one of the hotly-debated topics of securities law scholarship.

The rules defining a reporting company thus clearly have a broad
scope—in becoming a reporting company, an issuer in one fell swoop be-
comes subject to many new rules to which it was not previously subject.
How sticky is this altering rule? That is, how easy is it for a corporation
to choose to become a reporting company, or to choose to cease being a
reporting company?

A company becomes a reporting company in one of three ways:

- Its securities are listed for trading on a national securities ex-
  change, including, most importantly, the New York Stock Ex-
  change and Nasdaq;
- The company has over five hundred shareholders of record and as-
  sets exceeding $1 million;
- The company has had a registration statement become effective
  under the Securities Act of 1933.

How easy is it for a company to choose whether or not to be a report-
ing company under any of these rules? Under the first rule, the com-
pany’s board can always choose not to list on a national exchange, or to
de-list if it is currently listed. However, there are significant benefits as-
associated with the liquidity that comes with listed shares, so choosing not
to list one’s shares in order to avoid the consequent regulations that will

256. Securities Exchange Act of 1934 §§ 13(a), 15(d), 15 U.S.C. §§ 78m(a), 78o(d)
§ 240.12g–1 (2007).
follow carries a sizeable price tag. In the other direction, not every corporation can choose to list on an exchange. The national exchanges have relatively stringent listing standards. Companies with stockholders, assets, or revenues that fall below the standards cannot become reporting companies via this route. Companies must also pay fees.

As for the second route to becoming a listed corporation, in most instances, it will not be very easy for a corporation to manipulate its assets or number of stockholders in order to either become a reporting company or avoid becoming a reporting company, as the case may be. The number of stockholders of record is subject to some manipulation. However, that manipulation is not infinite. Companies with a large number of stockholders will not be able to merely manipulate their reported figure. To fall below the required threshold, they will need to buy out many stockholders, which is often quite expensive and has many collateral consequences that the corporation often finds unpleasant. Similarly, for corporations that fall either well below or well above the $1 million asset figure, there will be little they can feasibly do to become, or avoid becoming, a reporting company.

As for the third and final route, registering securities with the SEC is relatively expensive—not many companies will want to do so simply to enjoy the pleasures of being a listed company. In the opposite direction, corporations may certainly choose not to engage in a registered offering, and thereby avoid becoming listed if they do not fall under either of the other two conditions; however, doing so may have costs. If the company wants to raise capital by issuing securities, but not registering them, it must fit its offering under one of the exemptions to the registration requirement of the Securities Act. Doing so may impose significant limitations on how it may structure its offer, and to whom it may sell its securities.

Thus, for most corporations it will not be easy to deliberately choose whether or not to be subject to the various rules that apply to a reporting company. It is possible to choose to avoid these rules. Indeed, in the wake of the increased costs associated with Sarbanes-Oxley, a variety of companies appear to have chosen to go private or to delay going public. However, doing so is costly—one must forego the benefits of being on a national exchange, and one must limit the number of stockholders one has. For large companies with a wide stockholder base, this will be


Sticky Defaults and Altering Rules prohibitively expensive. Note that this suggests a somewhat different, though complementary, explanation for the fact that it was generally small public corporations that chose to go private after Sarbanes-Oxley. The standard explanation is that the costs associated with the Act were proportionately higher for small businesses, given the high fixed costs of parts of the Act. That is presumably right, but another part of the story may be that it is easier for small corporations to go private than for large ones, given the relevant altering rule.

Does this sticky altering rule make sense? Strong contractarians would let corporations choose what securities laws govern them. They would presumably not like this altering rule. The contrast with the Teflon altering rule of the internal affairs doctrine is striking. If anything justifies the sticky altering rule here, it is presumably a shareholder protection rationale, combined with a market imperfection story. This question largely tracks the longstanding and voluminous debate over the efficacy of mandatory disclosure rules and the more recent but increasingly voluminous debate over the efficacy of Sarbanes-Oxley.

Thus, the securities law definition is one area of corporate and related law where the altering rule is pretty sticky. This is in keeping with the more regulatory character of federal securities law as compared with state corporate law. The altering rule perspective focuses one’s attention on the rules defining when a company will or will not be covered by a part of the securities law regime, and how easy it is for companies to avoid that regulation. As discussed, this suggests a somewhat different explanation for why mostly small companies have chosen to go private after Sarbanes-Oxley. It suggests that greater attention might fruitfully be paid to how easily companies can manipulate the rules described above. Normatively, the altering rule perspective fits in naturally with the growing debate over issuer choice in securities law.

4. Unincorporated Business Associations

An organization can always choose to be treated as something other than a corporation—a partnership, a limited liability company, and so on. A business that chooses to be a corporation will be governed by one set of default rules, while a business that chooses to be a LLC will be gov-
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erned by a quite different set of default rules. The availability of a variety of different organizational forms means that organizers of a new business are presented with a menu. \(^{272}\) Those choosing from this menu face major tradeoffs—being a corporation will be more attractive in some ways and less so in others. A variety of questions arise here within our framework: how easily should the law allow businesses to choose which defaults apply to them in the first place, and how easily should it allow them to change that choice once they have done so?

The choice of a particular entity form is generally pretty easy. Organizers must file some documents with the relevant Secretary of State whose filing requirements are not terribly onerous. \(^{273}\) Traditionally, there were not many entity types available from which to choose. Most starkly, going back many decades, the choice was essentially between a partnership or a corporation. Many different default rules applied to the two, so the choice between them was a very broad altering rule indeed. Limiting the menu to the two options made the choice more difficult and costly, insofar as the organizers preferred some of the rules governing corporations and other rules governing partnerships. That cost is reduced to the extent that the various default rules that apply to a corporation can be modified on a rule-by-rule basis. Organizers can then choose the basic form that best suits them and then opt out of the various defaults in the form they have chosen that do not suit them. Modern corporate law, as addressed here, does indeed provide much flexibility of that sort. Many individual rules, however, are at least moderately sticky, such that opting out of them is moderately costly. Moreover, the sheer number of rules an organization may want to modify, if it prefers a structure somewhere in the middle between a corporation and a partnership, would itself impose significant costs to adjusting on a rule-by-rule basis.

Hence, the proliferation of hybrid entity forms is a significant step in a contractarian direction. The menu facing business organizers today includes a variety of legal forms that mix and match the characteristics of corporations and partnerships: limited partnerships, limited liability partnerships, limited liability limited partnerships, limited liability companies, business trusts, and so on. It is now possible for the initial organizers of a business to choose a basic legal form that comes closer to their desired structure, such that they will need to do less rule-by-rule modification. As noted earlier, this is a leading example of how the introduction of statutory menus decreases the costs of choosing to opt out of or into various default rules. \(^{274}\) The advantages in reducing transaction costs for organizers and investors are obvious. Insofar as there is a decent argument against this proliferation of legal entities, it involves the protection of in-

\(^{272}\) See Ayres, supra note 6, at 3; Listokin, supra note 58, at 1–2.
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voluntary creditors who may be hurt by the increased ease of obtaining limited liability status.

Opting out of a particular legal form of association once it has been chosen is more costly, but is far from being prohibitively so. Basically, a corporation may merge into an unincorporated entity, or vice versa, following the rules for approval of a standard merger. This paper has already discussed mergers, and found that they are not Teflon in their ease, but they are not highly sticky either. This is somewhat striking—it means that even a major change in organizational form, resulting in changes in applicable legal rules and protections, can be imposed on a minority of investors without their approval. However, for those companies moving from a corporate form, the appraisal remedy provides some protection, while for those moving to the corporate form from unincorporated entities, the dissolution rules will typically provide significant protection. Put very broadly, both sets of rules will allow judicial intervention to determine that investors who do not want to continue in the new entity will get fair compensation for their investment. Of course, how well those procedural protections work is a tough, complicated question—luckily, one that is beyond the scope of this paper.

The rules for choosing organizational form are among the very broadest of all altering rules. Many varying default rules come with this basic choice. As noted previously, packaging together so many default rules chosen through one altering rule can either create much stickiness or greatly facilitate choices, depending on how well the various defaults covered by the altering rule hang together. If many companies are likely to approve of some of the defaults but not others, they will find it costly to change organizational form because doing so will involve hard trade-offs. If instead most companies find that one of the alternative legal forms on the menu tends to bundle together defaults that fit its needs well, then the breadth of this altering rule will reduce transaction costs. Insofar as American business organization law in recent years has succeeded in creating a variety of alternative organizational forms, each of which offers a bundle of rules that is likely to appeal to many businesses, the law has thereby chosen a significantly less sticky path.

V. CONCLUSION

In the previous part, this article went on a whirlwind tour through a variety of topics in corporate law. For each of these topics there is, of course, very much more to say. The point has not been to exhaustively explore any single area of the law. Rather, I hope to have illustrated

---
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several points concerning the concept of altering rules as applied to corporate law.

Descriptively, the altering rule concept focuses one's attention on some questions corporate law scholars have left under-explored. How easy does the law make it for corporations to opt out of the default rules that their jurisdiction has established? Who gets a say in deciding whether and how to opt out of the prevailing rule? Does the law take a tailored or untailored approach to deciding whether or not to recognize an attempt to change the default? Do particular actions work to change just one default rule or many defaults at once? To what extent, and how, can corporations change the procedure that applies to their own future efforts to change the rules that apply to them? Of course, scholars have asked variants of these questions before. However, they have not been a central focus of scholarly attention. These questions shine a light on many notable features of corporate law: bylaws versus charters, supermajority rules, sunset provisions, merger law, fiduciary duty, the doctrine of independent significance, reincorporation and the internal affairs rule, close corporation rules, securities law rules affecting public corporations, and choice of legal entity, among other topics. Thus, the altering rule concept also can help integrate one's thinking about corporate law.

This discussion has also cast some doubt on one leg of Black's triviality hypothesis, namely the notion that most corporate law rules are avoidable at low cost. Viewed over a long enough time horizon, Black is probably right—over the course of decades, corporations within the markets can and will opt out of rules they do not like through charter amendments, charter provisions in IPOs, reincorporation, and so on. But in the long run we are all dead. Within time-spans of real interest, the costs of change for many rules are high enough that they are not trivial. They are not prohibitive, but not trivial either.

Normatively, the concept of altering rules, and their stickiness, highlights the fact that lawmakers have a more varied and nuanced set of policy tools at their command than the simple default/mandatory rule distinction suggests. Contractarianism has made a strong case against mandatory rules in corporate law. The same set of rules will not be best for every corporation; the rulemakers may not hit on the best set of rules; markets will put severe pressures on attempts to mandate behavior that market actors do not want mandated. However, the anti-contractarians have some strong counter-points. Market constraints on opportunism by managers against shareholders have many weaknesses. Constituents other than shareholders may need protection as well. A purely Teflon set

279. See Black, supra note 33, at 555–59.
280. That does not address the three other reasons Black gives for triviality. Those lie beyond the scope of this paper, although to some extent my articles on corporate law federalism address elements of Black's arguments concerning market mimicking rules and political changeability. See supra note 226.
of default rules would face serious criticism from the anti-contractarian position.

The availability of altering rules of varying levels of stickiness allows lawmakers to strike various possible tradeoffs between the problems posed by the extremes of Teflon defaults and mandatory rules. In many, though not all, cases, an intermediate degree of stickiness will lead to a better outcome than would either of the extremes. Thus, the normative analysis complements the descriptive analysis. The descriptive analysis suggests that the law's altering rules often choose an intermediate degree of stickiness, and the normative analysis suggests that the law is probably sensible in doing so. It is already sensible, but a conscious focus on these aspects of corporate law will help us design reforms that can improve that law.

Now that this paper has reached the end, I shall cop to a deliberately-maintained ambiguity in this paper’s normative analysis. At various points along the way, the paper has run up against features in existing law that I found somewhat hard to justify normatively. That is particularly the case for various parts of the law where the altering rules make it difficult to opt out of the law’s broad grant of authority to the board. At these points, I have evaded close examination of the question whether existing corporate law is in fact optimal. Answering that question is not easy, to say the least. It requires a strong theory about what the law is trying to accomplish, clear empirical evidence on how the law actually works in practice, and probably also answers to the long-debated controversy over the race to the bottom in setting corporate law. For this paper’s purposes, though, I do not need to answer those questions. I merely want to show the usefulness of the altering rule concept in analyzing the issues. If one believes that state corporate law strongly tends toward efficiency, then observation of the existing altering rules should tell one what outcome one needs to justify. If one believes that the law instead tends to inefficiently prioritize the interests of managers, then the altering rule framework helps one think about what alternative rules would be better.

Despite this ambiguity, an overall picture emerges that differs notably from the picture painted by a strong version of the contractarianism that dominates corporate law scholarship. The law guides the corporate contract more pointedly than simple contractarianism would suggest, and the law seems to be acting quite sensibly in doing so. Yet, the picture is not strongly anti-contractarian either. The arguments of the contractarians should be given their due, but no more than their due.

281. See supra notes 122–23, 151–63, and 222, and accompanying text. As I note in those parts of the text, the director primacy theory of Stephen Bainbridge comes closest to providing a satisfactory account of this pervasive feature of corporate law. For reasons beyond the scope of this article, I ultimately do not agree with Bainbridge’s normative account.

282. My position on the race to the bottom debate is somewhere in between the extremes. See articles cited supra note 226.
Note that the idea of altering rules is of interest well beyond the sphere of corporate law. Its birthplace is contract law, where the paper by Ayres and Gertner283 is the most extensive discussion to date (of which I aware). Part IV.D on the doctrine of independent significance and contract interpretation gives a brief sense of the use of the altering rule concept in the contracts context. It can be used elsewhere. For instance, the idea of different types of default rules has been applied to statutory interpretation, and the notion of altering rules should help there as well. Clear statement rules, for instance, are a type of sticky altering rule. Another example of an application of the altering rule concept is that of labor law, where the recent debate over the secret ballot in union elections focuses one's attention on the rules that govern how businesses opt in to unionization, and hence to the coverage of the laws governing the relationship between unions and employers. Wherever the distinction between default and mandatory rules has proved useful, the idea of altering rules should help push scholarly discussion further.

283. Supra note 43.
## Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>109(b)</td>
<td>Provisions relating to business of the corporation, conduct of its affairs, and rights or powers of stockholders, directors, officers, or employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Board may enact emergency bylaws containing any provision practical and necessary for an emergency due to attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(b)</td>
<td>Fix size of the board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(b)</td>
<td>Require that directors be stockholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(b)</td>
<td>Vary board quorum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(b)</td>
<td>Vary board majority required for action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(c)</td>
<td>Delegate board powers to committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(c)</td>
<td>Give committee power to appoint directors to act at a committee meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(c)</td>
<td>Limit power of committee to create subcommittees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(d)</td>
<td>Create staggered board (initial bylaw or shareholder-adopted bylaw only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(f)</td>
<td>Restrict ability of board to act without a meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(g)</td>
<td>Restrict ability of board to meet outside Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(h)</td>
<td>Restrict ability of board to fix compensation of directors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(i)</td>
<td>Restrict ability of directors to participate in meetings by phone or similar method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142(a)</td>
<td>Define powers of officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142(a)</td>
<td>Restrict ability of persons to hold more than one office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142(b)</td>
<td>Provide for manner of choosing officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142(c)</td>
<td>Provide for manner of filling officer vacancies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202(b)</td>
<td>Impose restrictions on transfer of shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203(b)</td>
<td>Opt out of section 203 business combination rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211(a)(1)</td>
<td>Designate place for stockholder meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211(b)</td>
<td>Set manner for setting time for stockholder meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211(e)</td>
<td>Authorize persons to call special stockholder meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>Specify quorum for stockholder meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222(c)</td>
<td>Require notice for adjourned meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223(a)</td>
<td>Limit ability of board to fill board vacancies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223(d)</td>
<td>Limit ability of board to fill vacancies where one or more director has resigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231(c)</td>
<td>Extend section's provisions on inspectors of elections to corporations not listed on national securities exchange or nasdaq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102(a)</td>
<td>Certificate sets forth name, address, nature of business, number of authorized shares, name and address of incorporator, initial directors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102(b)(3)</td>
<td>Preemptive rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102(b)(5)</td>
<td>Limit to duration of corporation's existence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102(b)(6)</td>
<td>Personal liability for debts imposed on stockholders or members to a specified extent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102(b)(7)</td>
<td>Limit on personal liability of directors for violations of fiduciary duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109(a)</td>
<td>Confer upon the board the power to amend bylaws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>May grant powers and privileges necessary and convenient to conduct of business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122(17)</td>
<td>Renounce interest of the corporation in specified business opportunities or classes of opportunities (may also be done by action of the board)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(a)</td>
<td>Restrict power of board to manage business and affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(d)</td>
<td>Give class of shareholders right to elect director(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(d)</td>
<td>Give one or more director more or less voting powers than other directors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141(k)(i)</td>
<td>Allow removal of directors without cause in classified board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151(a)</td>
<td>Specify rights and powers of classes of shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151(c)</td>
<td>Specify dividend rights of preferred shareholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151(d)</td>
<td>Specify other rights of preferred shareholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151(e)</td>
<td>Specify convertibility of classes of shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153(a), (b)</td>
<td>Give stockholders power to determine consideration for shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153(c)</td>
<td>Give stockholders power to determine how to dispose of treasury shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153(d)</td>
<td>May require supermajority for stockholder votes determining share consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157(a)</td>
<td>Limit ability to issue rights and options respecting stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157(b)</td>
<td>Set terms upon which shares may be acquired upon exercise of rights or options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170(a)</td>
<td>Restrict ability of board to pay dividends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170(b)</td>
<td>Restrict ability of board to determine net profits of corporation engaged in exploitation of wasting assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211(b)</td>
<td>Limit ability of stockholders to elect directors by written consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212(a)</td>
<td>Vary from one share/one vote rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>Allow cumulative voting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>Give bondholders the right to vote on corporate affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228(a)</td>
<td>Limit ability of stockholders to act by written consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251(f)</td>
<td>Require stockholder vote in circumstances where not required by the sub-section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251(g)</td>
<td>Require stockholder vote in circumstances where not required by the sub-section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273(a)</td>
<td>Prevent shareholders in joint venture corporation from petitioning court to discontinue venture (may also be done in shareholder agreement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342(a)</td>
<td>Elect to be a close corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342(b)</td>
<td>Set stockholder qualifications in a close corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>Elect to cease being a close corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351</td>
<td>Provide that stockholders in a close corporation may manage the business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355(a)</td>
<td>Provide that stockholder may have close corporation dissolved at will upon occurrence of specified contingency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>